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Abstlact

The sexuality of individuals with developmental disabilities has been poorly

understood. My'ths and negative perceptions about individuals who sexually

offend over-shadow mental health and legal systems. Ensuring safety fol the

greater public while effectively tleating behaviour is paramount for both internal

and external stakeholdels including cale-providet's, community services and

society. Wrile research among men who sexually oflend is relatively well

developed, the issues for those with a developmental disability have received little

attention in the literature. This study explored the experiences of community life

for adults with developrnental disabilities who have been involved in sexual

offending behaviour'. Ten setni-stt'uctured intelviews which focused on the needs

and challenges in aleas ofrelationships and living anangements wele cornpleted

with participants who attend plograms based in a local community agency.

Content analysis techniques were used to analyze the data which found that

individuals have significant iuvolvement with family, value being productive in

the comrnunity and have expelienced discrimination ofculture and disability.

Results of the study contlibute to the continued developlnent of services to

improve overall quality of life for adults with cognitive impairmenls who sexually

offend.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Many rny'ths and misconceptions exist about the nature of sexuality arnong

individuals who have disabilities, which serve to exacerbate the challenges they

face. While sorne individuals with an intellectual disability struggle to develop

and maintain a healthy sexual identity, many can and do have satisffing sexual

expeLiences, However, there is a small percentage for whom sexual behaviout'

becomes ploblematic for othels. Sotne ofthese cases are repo[ted to authorities

and individuals can become involved in the justice system. Once inside the

system, theil risk fot re-offending becomes a concern, and they lequire special

considelation fol assessrnent and treatment (Schilling & Schinke, 1989; Tudiver,

Broekstra, Josselyn, & Barbalee, 2000).

Sensitive assessment protocols and suitable intelvention appt'oaches that

reduce likelihood ofre-offending fol individuals with an intellectual disability are

needed. Indeed, issues of compromised family involvement, low self-esteem,

reduced opportunities to develop and practice applopriate social ilteractions for

relationship building secondary to cognitive disabilities, may have a significant

effect on intervention efforts. These factors, in combination with lack of

independence and autonomy as a lesult ofleduced privacy in gloup or

institutional settings are primaly barriels for acquiring habilitative skills.

Therefore, extending intelvention principles developed fol individuals without

cognitive impailments to those with disabilities is challenging.

Fol interveffion to be successful, the needs ofclients must be well-

understood. However, very little lesearch has focused on the realities of living
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outside of institutions in the community, fi'om the individual's pelspective. The

main questions dLiving this study ale: 1) What are the expeliences of community

living among individuals with developmental disabilities who have been involved

in sexual offending behaviour?

2) What are their needs and challenges in the aleas ofrelationships and

living allangements?

Research Pulpose

The purpose ofthis study vvas to describe the experiences of community

living from the perspectives of rnen who have bordelline to mild intellectual

disabilities and who have been involved in sexual offending. Exploring the

pelspective ofyounger adults who have resided plimarily in the community is a

relatively new phenomenon as lesidential placements have typically involved

substantial stays within institutional settings. This shiíÌ in policy and practice in

the 1980s and 90s changed to the community system becomiug lesponsible for

both residential and day treatment prograrnming. As a tesult, society became

exposed to these previously hidden citizens and has had both a dil'ect and indilect

impact on people living with a developmental disability. The cornbination of these

systernic effects is what guided this research.

The cohort lefened to throughout this document is participants who attend

a specifically designed community-based ploglam in Winnipeg fol individuals

with developmental disabilities who have been involved in these types of

offenses-
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Definitions

The term "developrnental disability" is used interchangeably with the

terrns "cognitive impailnent" and "intellectual disability" thoughout this

docunrent. The clinical telm of "mental retardatiot't" within the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disordels (Amelican Psychiatric Association, 2000)

is defined as "signif,rcantly sub average genelal intellectual functioning" (p. 41).

This is typically described by an intelligence quotient (IQ) obtained tluough an

assessment with one ol more ofthe standardized, individually administered

intelligence tests such as the Wechslel Adult Intelligence Scale. The four degrees

or levels of severity of mental retardation are: 1) mild indicated by an IQ level of

50-55 to approximately 70, 2) modelate indicated by an IQ level of35-40 to 50-

55,3) sevele indicated by an IQ level of20-25 to 35-40 and,4) profound

indicated by an IQ level below 20 or 25 (American Psychiatric Association,

2000). Despite this term being used to define the presence of a cognitive

impairment within the diagnostic manual, this author prefers to not refer to people

with developmental disabilities using this description, and therefore substituted

the terms with "developmental disability", "cognitive impailment", and

"intellectual disability" to desclibe this gloup.

A sexual offense is defrned within a Canadian guide designed for the

specific needs of this cohort and described as "individuals who have committed a

sexual act that is against the law" (Tudivel et al., 2000, p. 3). These authots also

included the definition to encornpass sexual contact with other people without

their consent and any adult sexual contact with children. "Acts ofunwanted



contact and activities in which thele is no physical contact between pelpetratol'

and victim, as in the case ofexhibitionisn aud voyeutism, ale also included

within the category" (Tudiver et al., 2000, p. 7). Tluoughout the study, the terms

"sexual offeuder'" and "sex offender" ate used interchangeably.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A human ecological framewotk inforrns this study. "Hurnan ecology is

concerned with interaction and interdependence ofhumans (as individuals,

gloups, and societies) with the environment" (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993, p. 421). As

evidenced tl, oughout the litel atule, the history for most adults with

developrnental disabilities includes institutionalization at a young age, followed

by a process of re-integlation into community settings. Tlu'oughout this author's

20-year career within the field ofdevelopmental disabilities, it has been noted that

biological family is rarely involved in the direct care ofan adult who has a

cognitive impairment. Instead, adults who have an intellectual disability often

reside in folmal cale situations with foster families or in gloup a 'angement

settings which is consistent with the literature.

Thelefole, the te n "family" is defined inclusively, to lefet to care-

providers as well as immediate or more commonly, extended family. Ecological

theory acknowledges these vatiations in definitions with "family" as having an

"inclusive sense to be cornposed not only of persolts related by blood, marriage, or

adoption, but also sets of interdependerlt persons who share some common goals,

resources, and a commitment to each othel ovet time" (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993, p.

43s).

Effects ofnot being raised within the biological family rnay extend to not

having a sense of belonging, receiving unconditional love ot enculturation of

family behaviouls such as cooperation and development ofbasic social skills. One

possible consequence ofnot having these basic needs met tnay be seeking out
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these feelings in an inappropliate maruler. According to human ecological theory,

an "irrdividual becornes proglessively more able to intelact with more

diffelentiated and complex environments on physical, social, emotional and

cognitive levels" (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993, p. 437).

Farnilies are represented by the microsysteur in the human ecological

model, while other relationships including the home and school at'e represetrted

within the mesosystem. Exosystem settings include work envitonments while

macrosystem areas pertain to cultural beliefs and values. Lalgel institutions such

as folmal care facilities and social setting systems, which play significant loles

within peoples'lives who have disabilities, ate also incorpolated within the

macrosystem (Bubolz & Sontag, 1993).

Despite the majority ofpeople with developrrental disabilities having

limited ongoing contact with their families, tnany have a sense of 'fatnily' tll'ough

their immediate or extended biological families, ol by adoption, as well as formal

and peer suppol'ts. Tluoughout the study, concepts of support for individuals who

were involved in sexual offending encompassed the multi-systems and subjective

descriptions of their families.

The following sections review the literatule relevant to people with

developmental disabilities involved in sexually offending behaviour. Concepts of

cognitive disability, sexual behavior', and assessment, as well as various

intervention approaches for individuals to manage theil'ptoblematic sexual

behavior', ale discussed.
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Intellectual Disability

Timms and Goreczny (2002) desclibe an intellectual disability, as "an

individual, social, and cultural phenomenon for which there is no foreseeable

cule" (p. 1). Prevalence late is approximated fi'orn 1% Ío 2.5 - 3Yo þ. l) of the

genelal population with a male to female latio of 1.5:l (Tirnrns & Goreczny,

2002; Tudiver et al., 2000). Socioeconomic class is not lelated to developmental

disability stemming frorn known biological factors. However, lower

socioeconomic status is irnplicated in cases of intellectual disability related to

envirorunental deprivation. Some studies have reported psychosocial adversity in

childhood that considels parental social class and an unstable falnily background

due to changes in care-givers, and abuse and/or neglect lalgely contlibutes to mild

but not severe cognitive impailments (Holland, Clale, & Mukho padhyay,2002).

Inconsistencies ale cited as a majol dlawback within the cunent body of

lesearch as various definitions ofintellectual disability ate used thoughout the

iiterature. Although the term "developmental delay" is lecognized by the

American Association on Mental Retardation (AAMR), McBrien (2003) found

the following classifications to be synonymous when describing a person with an

intellectual disability: "learning disability", "mental retardation," "mental

impainnent," '\nental disorder," and '\nental handicap." Tudiver et al. (2000)

additionally recognized othet' telms such as "developmentally handicapped,"

"intellectually challenged" aud "nentally retarded." As a tesult, thete is no

consensus on the most appropliate ternr to use when lesealching ol discussing the

needs ofthis specific population.
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Variations on cliteria to detennine what constitutes an intellectual

disability are apparent. Measules noted within the literatute include substantial

functional lirnitations prior to the age of eighteen, manifested as signifìcantly

below average intellect with related disabilities in adaptive skills such as self-care,

leisure, communication, basic life and social skills, comrnunity exposule, self-

dilection, personal health and safety, furrctional academics, and vocational

pursuits. Use ofone critelion is not sufficient as identification ofadaptive

functioning in combination with intelligence levels needs to be consideled. It is

recognized that any two people with identical IQ's rnay have differences in social

skills and basic behavior' (Herlington, Hunter', & Harvey,2005; Holland et al.,

2002; Tudivel et al., 2000).

McBlien (2003) indicated that despite broad definitions in the literature, a

consistent standald ofan intellectual disability is that it is charactelized by a

significant impainnent of intelligence based on an established test. The Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) is the most recognized instlument used to

detelmine intellectual disability as indicated by an IQ score of70 or under in

addition to irnpaired adaptive social functioning (Amelican Psychiatric

Association, 2000). Classifications of intellectual disability have also utilized

alternate methods to measure level of irnpailment and include the following:

receipt of suppolt selvices, a psychiatric diagnosis, attendance in special education

classes, and self lepolting of intellectual disability.
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Continuum of Sexual Behavior

Within the literature, rates of sexual offending behaviour among

individuals with developmental disabilities fall into a broad range. Fufihetmore,

definitions of what constitutes sexual offending vs. sexual type behaviols that ale

challenging skew fiequency leports of sexual offenses committed by people with

an intellectual disability. The continuuur ofsexual behaviors is desclibed within

the following sections.

Appr opr ia te Sexu sl B ehov i or

Consensual sexual activity is considered applopriate when it happens

within the bounds of normative social standards regarding persou, place and time.

Despite sexuality being acknowledged as an importallt aspect ofeach person's

life, sexual explession by individuals with an intellectual disability can evoke

opplessive and conflicting reactions not only frorn the genet'al public but also

fiom families, care-plovidels, staff and professionals directly involved in their'

lives. These inconsistent attitudes and bload definitions make it extremely

difficult to acculately distinguish between normal, inapptopriate, challenging,

illegal and other problematic sexual behaviols (Tudiver et al,, 2000).

When deciding on whethel the behaviol is 'notmal' or' 'inapplopliate',

diligence during the decision making ptocess needs to be ensuted as sexual

behaviors are socially constlucted and may bejudged as challenging and/or

inapplopriate by some but not others. It is impelative to considet how the

individual's behaviol affects his or her community presence, choices, autouomy,

status, respect and/or social participation (Helrington et al., 2005).
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Challenging Behat,ior

Definitions ofchallenging behavior incorporate acts of self-injury, self-

stimulation, physical and verbal aggression, sexually inappropriate behavior, and

property destruction, Challenging behavior intelferes with acquiling and lealning

new skills. This behavior can be seen as a maladaptive response to the person's

environment and/or lack of basic skills in functional areas of conmunication,

educational attainment and social factots. Even though this definition includes

illegal behaviors, lesponses must be tailoled for each specific issue. Indeed,

apploaches fol addlessing challenging behaviol should be sufficient in all but the

most sevele situations to address the complex needs ofan individual with a

developrnental disability who has been convicted of a sexual offense (Doyle,

2004).

Tudivel et al., (2000) defined inappropriate sexual behavior as actions that

violate ordinary social staudatds thereby levealing a need fol sexual education.

Challenging behavior can arise as a result of a segregated, restlictive environment,

lack of limit setting, poor social skills, and/ol a lack ofeducation regarding

appropliate sexual expression due to the way an individual with a developmental

disability was educated or raised.

It is of prirnary importance to detet'rnine whether the person intentionally

halmed another person. Ifintent to harm is not present, then the act in question is

nrole accurately described as challenging (Holland et al.,2002; Wheeler &

Jenkins, 2004). Behaviol should be considered problematic if it is inapproptiate

considering the pelson's age, is dangerous, causes stless for othel people, creates
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an additional handicap for the individual or dislegards social notms (Helrington et

al., 2005).

When a selvice providel inaccurately defines sexual behavior as

potentially illegal, individuals rnay be wlongly protected or inappropriately

lesponded to by police and the criminal justice system when they would be better

served in the community. On the othel hand, under-r'eporting ofillegal behaviot

exemplifies a need for those working within this field to defìne what is sexual,

what is challenging, ar-rd what may be consideled illegal about the behaviol within

the context ofsocial nolms. By following a consisteut plocess, data collection on

plevalence ofsex offending within this population will be mole accut'ate and

relevant (Herrington et al., 2005).

Escalation of inapplopriate behaviot' to that which is deemed illegal can

occur if it is not addlessed in an adequate and direct mamer. Transformation of

challenging behaviols into offences is dependent on a seties of cornplex decision-

making plocesses including an underlying intent to halm, Thelefole, it is vital fot

farnilies, care-providers, staffand plofessionals to accurately label, assess and

offel intewentions that ate behaviour specific (Holland et al., 2002; Tudivel et al.,

2000; Wheeler & Jenkins, 2004).

Sexual O.ffendi ng Be havior

"Sexual offenses" and "challenging sexual behaviors" ale not synonynous,

Sexual offenses, by defirrition, are illegal behaviors that rnay also have mole

serious consequences for the individuals involved. The seriousness ofthis type of
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behavior warrants that protection ofsociety be plimary when the expression of

sexual behaviol is accompanied with a cleal intent to hann (Doyle, 2004).

Sexual offenses include acts that are clear'ly against other people such as

rape, incest, molestation, often involving children or others who are vulnerable to

sexual advances. Conversely, sexually inappropliate behaviol such as public

disrobing, exposure and voyeuristn, violate societal standards of decency but do

not constitute a ttu'eat ofdilect harm to a pelson. Peeping, stealing underwear, and

making obscene phone calls are also included in definitions of this type of

offense. These behaviors provide little infonnation regarding the situational

context of each action; thet'efore, furlhel investigation must be consideled

(Schilling & Schinke; 1989; Tudiver et al., 2000).

Tudivel et al. (2000) additionally ploposed illegal behavior not be ignored

ol rninimized. Individuals with intellectual disabilities who offend sexually are

accountable fol their behavior, thereby acknowledging the need fol appropliate

assessment, treatment and follow-up. Many selvice providers and others involved

irr decision-making do not label sexual behaviots that could be illegal by

individuals with intellectual disabilities as offences. This may stem fiom

attempting to minirnize the significant negative history of mass institutionalization

and assumptions of deviance among people with developrnental disabilities and/or

potential futule negative impacts ofhaving a criminal record when attempting to

procure housing and employment,
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Intellectual Lnpairtnent and Climinality

Long-standing experiences for people with intellectual impairmeuts

involve societal ignorance, mistleatment, and massive institutionalization.

Individual and collective lights wete only recognized after infolmation on

negative effects fi'orn childhood deplivation and lack of attaclmrent as a result of

institutionalization were acknowledged by professionals working within the field

(Tirnms & Goreczny, 2002). A basic assumption ofan inherent tendency to be

sexually deviant was also consideted standald within a definition ofcognitive

disability.

Presently, ongoing concerns regarding prevalence of illegal behavior

among people with developmerfal disabilities and chalactelistics of men and

women who have had contact with the crirninal justice system demonsttate the

need to furthet examine prevalence and recidivism lates based on assumptions of

clirninality, These rnisconceptions of a direct link between cognitive disability and

clirninal behaviour historically led to institutionalization, oftenjustified on the

premise of ensuling safety for society florn the climinal. As the rnajolity of this

population was economically and socially disadvantaged, these men aud womeu

were seen as easy targets to place tesponsibility on for lising ctime and molal

disarray (Holland et a1.,2002).

Recent research conducted by Cantor, Robichaud, Blanchald and

Christensen (2005) found adult males who commit sexual offences scored lower

in IQ testing than adult males who are nonsexual offenders, thereby linking

distulbed cognitive functioning to pool decision rnaking and/or impaired ability to
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comprehend coÍìsequerìces. An explanation ofwhy people with developmental

disabilities are more often re-auested can be partially linked to high levels of

ongoing supervision or socially visible behaviols. This bias perpetuates unfair

tleatrnent tluoughout the judicial process (Cocklam, 2005; Holland et al.,2002).

Sexual Offenses Arnong Individuals with Developmental Disabilities

Thele ale lalge variances in prevalence estimates. These differing

conclusions stem from a result ofnegative history, ill-defrned concepts of

developrnental disabilities and offending behavior, and challenges within the

adrninistlative systems that oversee disability and crirninal justice setvices.

Evidence that individuals with intellectual disabilities who engage in criminal

activity have less complex strategies for avoiding detection and are therefore mole

easily identified in cotnparison to mainstream offeuders is also available

(Helrington et a|.,2005; McBrien, 2003).

Within one study on developmentally delayed individuals, incidences of

sexual offenses wele repolted to be approximately 5%, with 15% (p. 12) of the

individuals having served a prison seutence (Ward et al. 2001). McBrien (2003)

found great variance in studies ofclients in contact with the criminal justice

system, falling in a t'ange of .5% to ovet 55%o, (p. 95) dependent on the type of

information asked and from whele the sample was taken. As discussed in

prevalence rates solely for developmental disability, these differences at'e agailr

related to the varied rnethods used to identifl cognitive iurpaitment such as self-

lepolt, full-scale intelligence tests, school tecords and contact with intellectual

disability service lecotds.
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When exploling victim choice, research has shown that men with

cognitive disabilities have a mole varied pattern, and are more likely to cornmit

less selious offenses than other individuals who have sexually offended.

Cornpalisons between irrdividuals who ltad been convicted ofa sexual offense

with or without an intellectual disability indicate diffelences in attitudes toward

women and variation in offense history (Hayes, 1991; Lindsay, 2002; Tudiver et

al., 2000; Wheeler & Jenkins, 2004). Individuals with disabilities had significantly

less specificity in terms oftype ofoffence and age and sex of victims, which is

strikingly different from the profile arnong those who do not have a disability.

Those individuals who do not have a disability showed greatel consistency in

victirn choice and behavior'. These findings suggest that opportunity may be more

salient arnong individuals with disabilities who have sexually offended (Hayes,

1991 ; Tudivel et al., 2000).

Davis (2002) r'epotted on a nationwide survey of 243 comnunity agencies

which found the most comnron offenses among men with developrnental

disabilities were inapplopliate public sexual behavior (62.2%), sexual behaviols

and stinulation inappropriately involving others (42.6%), sexual activity with

minors (42.6%) and assaultive/nonconsensual sexual activity that did not involve

minors (34.5%) (Davis,2002, p. 1).

Contributing and Ptotective Factors

Contlibuting factors to sexual offending include low self esteem, teduced

abilities to develop and practice appropriate lelationships within the farnily or'

other social circumstances, and limited indepeudence and autouomy due to
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reduced plivacy in gloup homes or institutional settings (Davis,2002; Ward,

Trigler', & Pfeiffer', 2001). Lack ofcomptehension regalding why the behavior is

inapplopriate can be lelated to limited sexual education or denial by significant

others as they are unsule how to manage the situation. Underlying factols that

pelpetuate these actions at'e related to societal prejudice and ongoing sexual

victiurization of people with developrneffal disabilities (Davis, 2002; Ward,

Trigler', & PfeiffeL, 2001).

Presence ofa cognitive impaiulent may conttibute to an individual who

cornmits a sexual offense due to deficits in colnprehending abstract concepts,

more compromised ability to enpathize and undelstand the victirn's point of

view, less skill at avoiding detection, and less considetation ofconsequences

(Ballow, 2003; Davis, 2002; Lindsay & Smith, 1998; Schilling & Schinke, 1989).

Within the DSM IV-TR, the plesence of a cognitive disability is noted as a

diffelential diagnosis related to sexual offending behaviot'. Charactelistics of

impaired judgrnent ol lack ofsocial skills ol irnpulse conttol are listed as

possibilities for unusual sexual behavior. Howevet, it is distinguished from a

clinical diagnosis of'paraphilia' as the "unusual sexual behaviot' is not the

individual's plefelred ol obligatory patteln" (Amelican Psychiatric Association,

2000, p. s68).

Institutionalization

Individuals with an intellectual disability who are convicted of sexual

offenses ale typically oldel'than othels who are convicted ofsexual offenses.

Some ofthe reasons provided for this diffelence in age may be related to the
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person with an intellectual impairment residing with his parents until their death

typically later in life, and as a result, the individual's iuteractions within the lalger'

environment may have been restlicted Thus the sexual behavior that may have

been previously prevented or managed by the patents becomes apparent (Lindsay

et al., 2004). The impact of deinstitutionalization in the 1980s and 1990s

plompted mass movement to conrmunity settings. Relocation into the community

may have caused sexual behavior to become mole visible as institutions allowed

fol reduced ot no oppofiunity to offend within the supervised living anangements,

and/or inappropliate behaviol was tolerated or mismanaged due to lack ofstaff

tlaining and resources (Lindsay & Smith, 1998).

Hinsbulger', Chaplin, Hirstwood, Tough, Nethercott, and Roberts-Spence

(1999) furthel outlined that the plocess of deinstitutionalization in the 1980s and

1990s led to agencies dealing not only with individuals who exhibited sexually

inapplopliate behavior but also with people who lacked general sexual

information. Ongoing stluggles to distinguish sexually applopriate from

inapplopliate behavior ate significant fol the Lesponses of agency personnel and

care-providers. Many individuals with disabilities have resided in and continue to

live in non-nolmative settings. Their needs should be acknowledged when

attelnpting to understand culture and values which have an impact on each person.

Long-telm effects must be considered when workirrg towards changing beliefs and

behaviors that have been accumulated by people who have been institutionalized

fol decades.
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Counterfeit deviance is a term that proposes sexual offenses occur as a

result of the stluctural envirorunent in which the pelson lives (Hinsburger et al.,

1999). Contributing factors are inappropriate social behaviors learned within the

residential/holne envilomnent. These may include attentiorr seeking ol attempting

to avoid a task, limited ol inappropliate partner selection when trying to folm a

sexual relationship ofany kind, inappropriate courtships when attempting to

denlonstrate sexual interest in another pelson, lack of sexual education/

information, perpetual arousal as a lesult ofthe inability ol unwillingness to

cornplete a sexual behavior', lack of understanding of cultural norms, in addition

to medical problems and potential side effects of rnedication (Hinsburger et al.,

te99).

Del ayed Sexu al Devel opnte n t

Barron, Hassiotis and Banes (2004) relayed that demographic

characteristics of individuals who have a developrnental disability and also have

been convicted of a sexual offense, including social disadvantage, early

delinquency, conduct disorder', and contact with health and social setvices are

early indicatols ofillegal behavior'. Simpson and Hogg (2001) agreed with the

above statement; however, they cautioned these statements do not address the

lange of highly courplex and valied individual social processes that lequire

consideration. Thus a simple link between developmental disability and offending

is not advised, as there are many irrdirect indicators.

Tudiver et al., (2000) and Hayes (199i) found that individuals who have a

developrnental disability are different fiorn othels convicted ofa sexual offense in
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that they display more social skill deficits. They ale more likely to be are sexually

naiÏe, lack interpersonal skills leading to difficulties intelacting with the opposite

sex and have a higheL incidence of farnily psychopathology, psychosocial

deplivation, and school mal-adjustrnent and have more psychiatric illness and

delinquerÍ or climinal behavior.

Barriers to nolmal sexual development are often repotted to occur among

individuals with developrnental disabilities. These baniels include no eally

behavioral intelventiorr, little to no applopliate partners or plivacy, limited sexual

and legal kriowledge along with impaired social and cognitive skills. Delayed

sexual developrneÍìt occurs as a lesult of segregated and restt'ictive envitonments,

uuealistic sexual expectations, vulnelability to sexual abuse by othets, societal

and staff attitudes, drug effects, deviant sexual ptefererrces and distolted

cognitions, and may contlibute to inapplopriate sexual development and

expression (Broxholme & Lindsay, 2003).

Family

The role of families is appalent tluoughout the literatute as having a

positive or negative impact on illegal sexual behaviol among individuals with a

developmental disability. Chalacteristics that are signif,rcant within the palental

home include a cotnbination of factors such as multiple family pathology, sevele

malital dishannony, parental separation, violence, neglect, and poor contlol ovet

the child's behavior (Hayes, 1991). Typically, farnilies and cate-pt'oviders have

little experience or comfolt with sexual education due to inappropriate or lack of
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responses to the nonnal sexual needs of developmentally disabled persons. This

can lead to inappropriate sexual behavior (Schilling & Schinke, 1989).

Abuse

Incidences ofabuse within the population ofpeople with developmental

disabilities are staggeling. Statistics verifl many ofthe first sexual experiences for

people with cognitive impairments involve rape or molestation from family, cat'e-

providers, and/ol peels resulting in the potential for inappropriate lealning based

on theil own history ofsexual victimization. For example, one study identified

that 42o/o (Lindsay, 2002,p.75) ofthe abuse of 461 cases had been peryetlated by

someone who themselves had a disability (Lindsay, 2002; Schilling & Schinke,

1989). While this fact does not provide an acceptable excuse for offensive

behavior', it does plovide an undetstanding ofhow the abuse may have been

interpleted and incolporated into ideas about sexuality (Hinsbulgel et al., 1999;

Schilling & Schinke, 1989).

It is estimated that the experiences of being abused among individuals

with developmental disabilities who ate convicted ofa sexual offense is high.

Results from a study completed in Scotland compared 46 individuals who had

been convicted of a sexual offense with 48 individuals who had bee convicted of

some other offense. The lesults indicated thaf 38Yo ofthose convicted of a sexual

offense and 12.77o of those who had not committed a sexual offense had

experienced sexual abuse. However, 13% ofthose convicted ofa sexual offense

attd 33%o of those who had committed another type of offense had experienced

physical abr"rse (Lindsay, Law, Quimr, Smart, & Smith,2000, p. 989). Sexual
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abuse appears to be signifrcant in the history ofthose convicted of sexual offenses

and physical abuse appears to be significant in the history ofindividuals who have

been convicted of a diffelent type of offense (Lindsay et al., 2000).

Mental Health Status

Mental health issues including impulsivity, depression and anxiety have

been discussed as potential conttibuting factors for the commission of sexual

offenses among individuals with developrnental disabilities. Parry and Lindsay

(2003) studied the role of impulsiveness among individuals who have been

convicted ofa sexual offeuse and have intellectual disabilities. Applaisal of

consequences and lole of rewald and reinforcements were studied. The hypothesis

was that highly impulsive individuals tend to undet'estimate negative impacts and

consequences as a lesult of rapidly plocessed infonnation. Results indicated those

couvicted of a sexual offense were actually less irnpulsive than the control gtoup

(Pany & Lindsay, 2003). Lindsay and Lees (2003) compared levels of anxiety and

deplession between m.en convicted of a sexual offense who had intellectual

disabilities and those with only intellectual disabilities. This study found that

those who had been convicted ofa sexual offense had significantly lower levels of

anxiety and depression in comparison to the control gloup which disputes the

ploposition that irnpaired mental health status is a majol factor iu sexual

offending behaviour.

Assessment Considelations

Focus on assessment, treatment, and long tenn follow up provided by

plofessionals with knowledge in both developmental disability and sex offending
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are needed. Currently, assessment nethods used in cases where an individual has

been convicted of a sexual offense are applied to those with a developmental

disability despite a lack oflesearch on their suitability for this population.

Comprehensive assessments ale required by plofessionals to ensure

relevant intelvention and supporl strategies are in place. Determinants ofthe

needed compouents guide applopliate follow-up and are thelefote impoftant.

Assessments should include sexual history and knowledge, level of moral

development, calculating risk of re-offending, and cleat' recommendations for

intervention and supported community living (Lindsay, 2002; Timtns &

Goreczny, 2002). General categories for this population should provide

infolmation on competence lelated to cognitive ability to participate in legal

proceedings, assessment ofrisk fol subsequent sexual behaviors that would cause

them to become le-involved in thejustice system, and identification ofneeded

suppofis (Lindsay, 2002).

Assessment of Contpetence

One of the principal considelations in the legal system is detennining the

level ofcompetency lequired to stand trial. This issue is paramount for individuals

who have a developrnerfal disability, as it is recognized throughout the litelature

that they have been disadvantaged by the climinal justice system. Lack of

comprehension Legarding the seriousness ofthe situation and lack of community

suppolts, including local professionals, combined with no ot insensitive

representation in the eatly stages ofthe process are major batriets fot these

individuals. Studies have showu people with cognitive disabilities are mole
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susceptible to falsely confess during intemogation as a result of wanting to be

liked and being easily persuaded. Fufther evidence has indicated people with

intellectual disabilities have difficulty cornprehending simplified warnings. Based

on this infolmation it is felt that only a minority ofdefendants with developrnental

disabilities have been applopliately assessed and plovided with proper suppotts

(Lindsay, 2002; Tudivel et al., 2000).

Assessment of Cognitive Abilily and Futctioning

Lack of standardized assessneut and inconsistent inclusion clitelia

regalding intelligence complomise the ability to interpret studies (Balt'on,

Hassiotis, & Banes, 2004). Instluments to determine cognitive functioning,

plesence and sevelity ofvarious behavioral problems, adaptive behaviol and

mental health issues can provide this infonnation (Ballon et a1.,2004; Lindsay,

2002). Semi-structured questionnailes examining demographic and other'

chalacteristics such as cunent citcurnstances, personal history, educational level,

psychiatric and forensic history, in addition to previous intelventions received ate

also noted to be beneficial (Banon et a1.,2004).

Early identification of intellectual disability assists with irnplementation of

appropliate assessments fol obtaining crucial infolmation which is often missed ot'

not identified in the clirninaljustice system prior to trial. Ongoing concetns of

ineffective assessment and treatment highlight the need fot tlaining of multiple

professionals within the system to ensure that appropliate rnethods for'

identification of developmental disabilities and needed selvices including

protection, diversion and habilitation occur'.
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Assessment of Insigltt

Extent of insight ol self-control can be detennined through examination of

the following: (a) behaviol before, during, and after the offense; (b) level of

responsibility the person feels; (c) to whom the person attlibutes the offense; (d)

cognitive distortions used to justifo the offense; and (e) evidence ofability to use

empathy. Additional considelations include the culture in which the person has

been raised, potential plevious abuse issues, familial relations, and additional

emotional and behaviolal difficulties that can be expetienced as a result of

disability (Tirnms & Gorcczny, 2002).

Infolmation on intent to abuse may be gained fi'om various sources such as

pattelns of behavior', level ofsexual knowledge, sexual history, self-r'eporting,

choice of very vulnerable victiurs and attempts to conceal the offence. When

consideling that without adequate knowledge a person with a less significant

disability rnay not intend to sexually offend, distinguishing what is a challenging

behaviol versus a sexual offense without an assessment is dangelous. The most

notable lesult ofrnislabeling offending behaviot is an increased risk to others and

elirnination of plopel intervention (Doyle, 2004).

Assessn¡ent of Risk

Jolmston (2002) plovides the definition oflisk as both a noun representing

danger or hazard and a verb indicating the plobability ofdanger. The pulpose ofa

risk assessment is to detelmine the plesellce ofbehaviol in the past or present, and

the likelihood ofre-occuruence. Risk management is the plocess of identif,ing

hazards, determining related factors, and developing strategies to either reduce the
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likelihood ofan adverse event or reduce the sevelity in the least-opplessive and

physically restlictive manner while rnaintaining an acceptable level ofsafety for

others. Decision-making is dependent ori the subjective experience ofthe person

conducting the assessment and can therefole be potentially biased at any point.

Timms and Got'eczny (2002) offered that a person is consideled high risk

and not suitable for community-based intervention if involved in repeated

offenses post tleatrnent, violence, physical folce, or ifthere was reported use or

threat ofa weapon. Behavioul that would also be deetned higlt lisk involves

plogression with irrcreased folce used to commit a repeated offense, use of

pledatory or ritualistic elemetrts in the offense and presence of significant

intellectual impainnent that may limit the ability to leatn ftom consequences. As a

result, the individual would be consideted ineligible for cotnmuuity-based

intervention setvices.

Changes in clinical selvice delivery and inct'eased reseatch on the issue of

predicting recidivism have become impoltant as more clinicians ale being asked

to predict the plobability of re-offense (Lindsay, Elliot, & Astell, 2004).

Prediction of lisk presents a ploblern fot the assessol as ellors in judgment can

have a negative irnpact. Compronrising individual tights and the financial cost of

services can be massive without the use of appropliate assessments to guide

intelvention and suppott levels (Lindsay & Beail, 2004). This ptocess involves

lecognizing the level ofrisk a person poses as a consequence ofneeded skill

which assists with detennining the least restrictive, most socially inclusive and

unobtlusive approach (Joltnston, 2002).
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Confounding issues when detemrining lisk include underestir¡ation

lesulting in reluctance to prosecute, desire to protect the vulnerable with under-

diagnosis, minimization of offences, beliefthat non-specific support will be

successful, and overuse ofstructuled suppol't systelns. Overestimation ofrisk can

stem from pelsonal plejudice and/ol beliefs that intervention will not be

successful. Random euols include forensic familiarity and leliance on subjective

plediction (Johnston, 2002).

Since standald lisk evaluations have not been used within the population

of developrnerrtal disabilities, there is limited understanding ofhow to describe

risk and associated factors. As a lesult, there is no agreement on what constitutes

high ol low lisk leading to a tendency to err on the side ofcaution and avoid

mislabeling ofpeople as high lisk. Thele has been little empirical evidence that

can clearly state that assessments and factot s arnong individuals who do not have

a developmental disability are either irrelevant or relevant fot' detennining risk

anong individuals who have a cognitive disability and have been convicted ofa

sexual offense (Hanis & Tough,2004; Lamblick & Glaser, 2004; Lindsay, 2002).

Risk assessments are typically formatted as a guided clinical tool with a

lange of empirically validated risk indicatols including static, stable, and acute

dynamic factors to plovide an estimate. Indicatols viewed as important to those

who have been convicted ofa sexual offense such as employment may be

iruelevant to individuals with developrnental disabilities, as most have had few

opportunities to engage in rneaningful vocational pulsuits. Instead, considelation

ofthe individual's attendance and palticipation in educational, prevocational, and
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other plograms rnay be substituted. Problems with lelationships also need to be

cautiously interpreted as individuals with developrnental disabilities often have a

poor history of fonning appropriate lelationships due to lack of oppoltunity or

skill (Harris & Tough, 2004;Lindsay,2002).

Issues that appear to be equally impofiant in assessment ofrisk for sex

offendels with cognitive impailments include cooperation with evaluation,

offence and criminal history, use ofviolence, lnanagenent ofauger, willingness to

discuss the offence, acceptance of lesponsibility, explession of rernorse, displays

ofunusual sexual intelest, victirn choice, substance abuse, lack of empathy fol the

victim, lack of adjustment, presence of meutal illness, history ofabuse and

nrotivation for change (Lindsay, 2002; Lindsay et a1.,2004; Lindsay & Smith

1998; Ward et al., 2001).

Family Assessnenf

Family involvement is an integral piece ofthe assessment process,

especially when management of the offender is occuuing within the home.

Pertinent potential risk based on ability to supelvise while protecting potential

victims in the home, validation of selious behavior', ernpathy towatds the victim,

concunent dysfunction and stressols, support systen'ìs, possible knowledge of

offenses priol to legal involvetnent, and petsonal unresolved abuse issues are

integral pieces of infonnation which can be plovided by the family (Tirnms &

Gorcczny,2002).
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Assessmenl for Inlervenl ìon

The rnost important consideration when assessing intervention needs is to

fir'st address whether the behaviol was due to a lack ofeducation or understanding

leading to inapplopriate sexual activity. Another potential factol is if the behavior'

was due to a mole selious underlying problern such as sevele sexual ptoblems or

anti-authoritive attitudes and beliefs (Lambrick & Glaser', 2004).

Assessment for intervention should outline the specific problem in

addition to identification of talgeted goals. An established baseline of sexual

behavioral and thinking pattelrs to detemrine changes ovel time should also be

established with an ernphasis on exploring social skills and sexual knowledge.

The Socio-sexual Skills and Knowledge and Attitudes Test (SSKAT) is one ofthe

few tools that has been developed for people with intellectual disabilities and

assists in deternrining what the individual knows and feels about sexuality,

pinpointing whether educational ernphasis should be iuformational ol attitudinal

(Hingsburger et al., 1999; Lindsay, 2002).

Sexual offending behavior is a tnajor issue creating enortnous emotional,

societal, financial and personal losses. Eally identification coupled with effective

tleatment is the best solution towards plevention and/or leduction ofthe negative

effects ofsex offending behaviol (Lindsay el al.,2004; Tirmns & Goleczuy,

2002). A tholough individual assessment to identifr strengths and learning gaps is

essential. Information derived ftom a holistic assessrnent dilects applopriate

teaching strategies and intelventions to meet tlÌe goal ofchanging attitudes and

behaviols to reduce fulther sex offending (Baumbach, 2002).
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hrtewention

Understanding the complex biological, social, psychological and

envilonmental factors that may contlibute to offending behavior is important

when determining appropriate intelvention approaches and strategies. Quality care

and long-telm follow up are clitical to minimize the risk ofle-offending.

Expansion of community diversion programs to padner with the climinal justice

system is lequiled to address the vulnelable status ofindividuals with

developmental disabilities. Plesently, cost ofselvices and lack ofexplotation of

community-funded alternatives that can provide eflective intervention and support

to decrease le-offense rates tnust be explored instead ofsole reliance on

institutional care fol public protection (Holland el al.,2002).

The current reality fol continuum ofcare options is that services are non-

existent, ovelly lestlictive, ol fiagmented as indicated from responses within 8l%

of community agencies in the United States (Davis,2002). Within this overview,

it was leported that inadequate treatlnent options were due to a lack ofrnental

health plofessionals and sex thelapists with expertise in developmental

disabilities, lack ofacculate diagnosis, inadequate funding, pool collabolation

between systems and lack ofpolice understanding and intervention (Davis, 2002).

Primary goals of intelvention are to minimize risk to the community,

facilitate control over sexual impulses, develop appropriate social skills including

sexual expression, reinteglate into the community and have a lifestyle that is as

independent as possible within the limits ofthe intellectual disabiliry

(Hingsbulgel eT al., 1999; Tudivel et al., 2000). Despite the lack of evidence-
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based intelvention options, modalities most often urentioned and utilized

according to the literatule included specifrc therapies atrd strategies such as

envilonmental modifications, r'e-habilitation tlaining, and clirninal justice

affangen'ìents. These are discussed within the following sections.

IntervenIion Cotnponents

Multi-dirnensional and flexible apptoaches when providing a combination

ofintelventions designed for sex offendets, with modifrcations to address the

needs and limitations of adults with developrnental disabilities, are lequired

(Baurnbach, 2002; Schilling & Schinke, 1989). Adaptation ofeducational material

is essential to fostel understanding when offering life skills tlaining, community

suppolt and follow up. Goals of intervention should be consistent with those

developed fol individuals convicted ofsexual offenses in general, such as

exarnining and accepting responsibility for behavior', learning how to change

conduct, developing life-skills, aud continuing to teceive community-based

intelvention and suppott.

Holistic, flexible approaches include psychiatlic consultation and

applopriate medication for mental illness, anger and anxiety management when

rìecessaly. Individual psychological treatnent to deal with abuse may be indicated.

As well, refenal and suppolt for specific comrnunity living issues, such as

ernployment and educational oppol'tunities, are organized when applopriate (Boer',

Dolward, Gauthier, & Watson, 1995; Lindsay et a1.,2004; Ward et al., 2001),

Goals include decreasing inapplopriate arousal while incteasiug

appropliate alousal levels, improving socio-sexual skills and knowledge which
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incorporates hetelosexual and sarne sex iuformation, aud teacliing self-

management skills (Hingsburger et al., 1999; Wheeler & Jenkins, 2004). Longer-

telm follow up, life skills training, and community programming must be tailored

to the unique risks and needs of individuals with disabilities, and complications

that can arise. Often, it is unclear whether impulsivity, ploblems with judgment,

aggressive behavior, among a range of other inapplopriate behaviors are

associated with sex offending (Ward et al., 2001; Wheeler'& Jenkins,2004).

Additionally, ethical intelvention should be based on supervision requirements as

lequired by law, and take place in mandated settings such as secuLe, semi-secure

ol the cor.nmunity, while maintaining safety for othels (Wheeler & Jenkins, 2004).

Within the community, awareness of the needs of individuals with

developmental disabilities who have been convicted of a sexual offense is

necessaly. Otherwise, selvices that ate designed to plovide safety for people with

intellectual disabilities may create environments that may make sexual abuse

more accessible. Failure to provide individuals with socio-sexual education and

lack ofcleal policies on sexuality and sexual abuse pt'omotes a high-risk

environment fol othet residents and staff (Wheeler'& Jenkins,2004).

Focus on sexual offending behaviol itself rathel than its function is

especially pertinent due to the irnpact and perceived vulnelability ofthe victim.

While the offender''s dignity is impofiant, protecting the conrmunity and setvices

which ale responsible for managing the risk, compete for priority. Erlphasis

should be placed on education in both offence-specifrc and oflfence-related ateas

such as ploblem solving, angel rnal'ìagement, substance abuse, conrmuuicatiotr,
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sexuality and legal issues. Tleating sex offending as sexually inappropriate

behaviol within skill-building interventions such as sex education and social skills

tlaining is insufficient. Infolmation and skill development also need to be offence-

specific (Doyle, 2004).

Timms and Goreczny (2002) acknowledged progress for individuals with

developmental disabilities may be slow however, it is likely authentic as they can

be significantly dependent on staff which leads to greatet adhelence to program

rules. Fufthennole, it is believed that individuals with cognitive impairments may

tespond better to interuention as they rnay potentially lack a high level of

sophistication and ingrained fantasies, leading to quicker changes in tloublesome

thinking pattelns (Schilling & Schinke, 1989). Cornprehensive intewentions for

individuals convicted of committing sexual offenses has extensively utilized

educational and behaviolal methods including sexual education, behavior conttol,

social skills ttaining, responsibility, and relapse pt'evention (Lindsay, 2002).

Tirnrns and Goreczny's (2002) research indicated dilect skills teaching and

ploblem solving can be effective in enhancing social competencies and are likely

to benefit most individuals with developmental disabilities.

Co gni t ive B e lt av i or The r apy

At plesent, the tnost favored approach to providing education is a multi-

disciplinary cognitive behaviol group thelapy apploach. Intetvention is dilected to

address denial, motivation to change, self esteem, cognitive distortions, empathy

development, intimacy/loneliness, attaclnÌ1ent styles, sexual and non-sexual

fantasies, social functioning and relapse prevention (Wheeler & Jenkitts, 2004).
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Cognitive distortions have been viewed as impoltant issues relating to

both comrnitting sex offences aud effectiveness of tleatrnent. Misconceptions in

cognition may justiff cornrnitting future offences, thelefore changing these

thought pattems via cognitive lestructuling is impoltant (Lindsay, 2002). This

type oftherapy has been determined to be bettel than behaviolal approaches,

which do not teach or encoulage self-r'egulation. Consequently, once the

behavioral intervention is withdlawn or the enviroument is altered, the same

contingencies no longer apply and the behavior is likely to reappear'. Some authors

have suggested that cognitive components ofangel management have limited

efficacy with individuals who have developmental disabilities due to diffrculties

with understanding, assimilation, aud recall, while non-cognitive components

such as relaxation, self-monitolirrg and skills tlaining thlough lole-play, ale seen

to have gleatel benefit. Evaluation of comprehension, re-flatning and simplifling

infolmation to gain a bettel understanding of the individual's thoughts, attitudes

and beliefs is pertinent (Guay, Ouimet, & Proulx,2005; Wilcox,2004).

It is premature to dislegard cognitive re-structuring techniques when

procedures have not been implemented or rnodified adequately to meet the needs

ofthese individuals. People with intellectual disabilities do benefit frotn

cognitive-based intewentions that address pool insight and leasoning (Guay et al.,

2005; Taylor, Novaco, Gillmer, & Thorne, 2002; Wilcox, 2004). As victim

empathy is rnole difficult to addless in this population, it may be beneficial to

modiff the apploach to assist the person in lecognizing personal consequences of

offending rather than his victim's (Guay et a1.,2005; Wilcox, 2004). Both
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individual and gloup modalities are applopliate. However sole leliance on

individual therapy does not allow the individual to ptactice social skills or receive

positive effects ofgroup cohesiveness coupled with the power ofchallenges fiom

other parlicipants (Tudiver et al., 2000).

Beech and Hamilton-Giachitsis (2005) maintain that interventiorl

employing direct, confrontational apploaches will likely lead to increased

resistance, as opposed to change. Therefole, intelvention apptoaches should

demonstrate respect, support, confrdence, enotional lesponsivity, self-disclosure,

open-ended questioning, flexibility, positive leinfolcement and the use ofhumor.

Some strategies are moLe effectively utilized tlrough gloup participation, such as

irnploved perspective taking, coping skills, taking responsibility and accepting

future risk and reducing denial and rninirnization (Bickley & Beech, 2003;

Wilcox, 2004). Indeed, negative policies, attempting to punish, medicate or

program away sexual irnpulses have uot been successful (Hingsburgel et al.,

19e9).

Env it'o n menta I Modifi cat ion s

External contlols ale essential especially when the individual does not

demonstlate sufficient cognitive abilities to integrate infolmation (Baumbach,

2002; Davis, 2002; StLeissguth & Kantel, 1997). Envilorunental adaptations and

interventions such as restlictions on comrnunity activities, r'educed access to high-

risk situations, single loorn assigmnents, alatms on doors and windows, tnotion

detectors, plivate transportation, blocking phone calls, and retnoving

inappropliate stirnuli fol rnastulbation while ploviding private time have been
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employed to assist with leducing Lisk (Schilling & Schinke, 1989; Ward et al.,

2001). Other environmental modifications such as twenty-four hour supervision,

one-to-one monitoling with intense suppofis, low clienlto-staff ratios, safety

checks, and reduced access to high-r'isk situations are essential fol ongoing

individual and community safety (Baumbach ,2002; Davis,2002; Stleissguth &

Kanter, 1997).

P har nta co logic al In terve n t io n

Pharmacological tleatment has a long history. Either direct hormonal

intelention leducing the effect of sex hormones or indilectly acting on

agglession, impulsivity, and psychiatric disolders which may influence sexual

disinhibition can have serious side effects and cause bodily changes. Treatment

apploaches can include various medications. Unfortunately it has been noted that

they are often the sole method of treatment fol all folms of inapplopriate sexual

behavior (Lambrick & Glaser', 200 4 ; Lindsay, 2002).

Setting Options

Individuals with developmental disabilities have been found to experience

more difficulty in understanding principles designed to leduce denial and

minimization. This may be due to conceptual difficulties and thelefore, they

require more time to assimilate the information. Lindsay and Smith (1998) found

that a2-3 yeal plobation peliod allowed for sufficient tir¡e to comprehensively

repeat arìd target issues ofdenial and minirnization by challenging and changing

beliefs and attitudes, in addition to a consolidation period in which more

applopliate beliefs could be reinforced (Larnblick & Glaser, 2004; Lindsay &.
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Smith, 1998). A fufiher lecommendation of extelnally tnandated treatment via

court ordeled probation versus relying on voluntary participation is advocated as

the therapist and/or staffis then seen to be helping in the process of re-habilitation

instead of being punitive (Lambrick & Glaser', 2004; Lindsay & Smith, 1998).

Generally, evidence fol efficacy ofvirtually all ofthe proposed

interventions for individuals with developmental disabilities is scarce and based

on srnall sarnples. Specialist treatment fol individuals with intellectual disabilities

in secule settings is expensive and tatgets only those with the most selious

offending behaviol who have been caught and convicted (Hayes, 2002).

C o,nnlu n ily- B ct s ed InÍe rvent i on

The plobability ofle-an'est for people with developmental disabilities who

ale in custodial care is signifrcantly highel than for othets who have been

convicted ofa non-sexual offense. Moleover, they are mole likely to be sent to

prison on first arrest while time before re-arrest is shortel than fot'othets.

Community programs as opposed to those offered in a custodial setting are better'

suited for people with cognitive impairments. A rnaj ol advantage of comrnunity

proglams, according to social ecological theory that is also discussed in this

chapter', is that they maximize impact by lestluctuling the social envitorunent and

redesigning physical and task envirorunents.

Observations in numeLous studies have indicated that a mole nolrnative

environment for program delivery tends to euhance success. Findings suggested

that the rnost important factol in pledicting lowel re-offending rates were a

positive self-irnage, and legular attendance within community programs that offer
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suppofiive therapy emphasizing positive aspects of the imposed sanction and the

individual's self-image (Cocklam, 2005). Reluctance to fund cotnlnunity-based

programs is often lationalized on the basis that greater supervision and resources

need to be devoted to individuals with the rnost serious risk. However,

preventative services to addless the problematic behavior fol those who are in

fi'equent contact with the law in ordel to maximize lehabilitation and improve the

chances of rnairrtaining a life without crirne are essential (Cockrarn, 2005).

Despite plison being seen as a poor option for adults with developmental

disabilities who sexually offend, Davis (2002) proposed that it is imperative for'

those individuals to be held accountable for their actions. Mandated interventions

fol these individuals may provide the only opportunity to learn about applopliate

sexual behavior. Creative sentencing options such as diversion programs should

be favoled to a prison sentence as those who serve time in jail have a greater

chance of le-offending since effective sexual education and related habilitative

plograrns rnodified for people with intellectual disabilities are not offered thlough

the criminal justice system. Placing people with developmental disabilities in a

legular plison-based proglam does not offer effective treatmet.tt. The significance

of this ploblern is compouuded wheu considering that the rnajority of sex

offendels with cognitive impailments fall into the rnild to boldelline range and are

unlikely to be identif,red within the justice systern (Boel et al., 1995).

Cr i minal Just ice Systent

Overall, people with developmental disabilities within the criminal justice

system face considerable adversity. They may not understand their lights, confess
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quickly, have difficulty with leceptive andlor expressive cotntnunication and at'e

thelefole mole likely to be incarcelated, arrd are often considered poor candidates

for parole. While in plison they are unlikely to receive treatment ol' rehabilitation

services that address their specific needs, have greatel difhculty adjusting to

prison life and are likely to be exploited by othet irunates (Boer et al., 1995).

Using external consequences and leverage such as criminal irrvestigation,

prosecution and court-ordered tl'eattnent may setve as effective supports for the

management of sexual offending and deveiopmental disability interventions as

they can offer effective and concrete consequences palticularly for those who do

not accept or [eadily understand the connection between theil behavior aud

involvement in the system. A pliolity fol services should be aftet' cate, which

includes the option to retum to tteatment, tailored for'the individual at any time,

Safe leinteglation into the community should be gradual and closely rnonitored

arrd if the level ofrisk increases, the individual should be directed to mote

intensive tleatment with increased supelvision (Tudivet et al., 2000).

In Canada, the option of a divelsion program is provided when the Ct'own

is satisfied that the pelson has a reasonable plospect ofconviction and is not a risk

to public safety. Discletion needs to be used if the person who offends has au

extensive climinal lecold, pliol diversion, or if weapon use or violence is noted,

Minimurn requirements should irrvolve the individual's adrnission of guilt and

willingness to participate in specific sexual offender tl'eahrent with a failure to

comply lesulting in prosecutiou (Tudiver et al,, 2000).
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According to Bauon, Hassiotis and Banes (2002), the efficacy of

therapeutic intelventions fol individuals with developmental disabilities iri

community settings ol secule facilities has not been adequately studied. The

practice ofjail time, unless in the urost serious of circumstances, should be

avoided, given the potential for victimization. This lisk has been rnade evident by

the fact that although individuals with an intellectual disability had more

rninirnum security ratings, they were transfemed to protective units rnostly offered

within maximum settings, due to threats of physical and mental abuse. Based on

this knowledge, plison should be the last resort due to ineffective treatment and

the individual's limited coping ability (Cockrarn, 2005). If no other person is at

lisk, it is suggested that people with developrnental disabilities be placed in

comrnunity placements ol the family home with applopliate supports, r'ather than

in an institutional setting.

Family and Care-provider hnplications

Farnilies ale an impoltant aspect of intetvention fol many people with

developmental disabilities. Recomtnendations fotwarded by parents fol theil adult

offspring who were convicted ofan offense to the climinal justice systetn and

professionals in the alea of intellectual disabilities included incleased general

infolmation on tlie crirninal justice system, more seuteucing options and a greater

use of community services secondary to concems of victimizatiou and potential

fol sexual assault within the plison system against their adult child (Cocklam,

Jackson, & Underwood, 1998). Ongoing parental concerns regarding the

pafiicular needs that people with cognitive irnpailments ltave, as well as lack of
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appropriate custodial and intewention arrangements were also addressed. Palents

additionally stressed the importance oftheil adult child being independent.

However, the lack of applopriate suppoÍ setvices places ongoing stress upon the

farnily system (Cockram et al., 1998).

Staff tlaining to develop awareness of how their pelsonal attitudes towards

people who ale committed of sexual offenses can negatively ol positively affect

treatment is advocated by Cockram et al. (1998). Effectiveness ofstafftraining in

facilitating treatment for individuals with intellectual disabilities should be

evaluated, as there is a need to inclease knowledge and confidence and reduce

burnout. Tlaining should include the natute of sexual offenses, theoletical and

contextual issues, as well as awateness of methods fol managing denial,

minimization, relapse and le-offense issues (Gallett, Oliver', Wilcox, &

Middleton,2003; Jennings & Sawyer', 2003; Taylor, Eddie, & Lee,2003; Wald et

al., 2001). Education should also be extended to extetnal stafl including police,

judges, attorneys, probation and palole officers as well as stafffiom agencies who

provide services fol people with intellectual disabilities (Boel et al., 1995;

Cockam et al., 1998; Hayes,2002; Lyndhutst, Scotclmen, & Bennett, 2003).

In surnrnary, preventative strategies that plovide sexual and lelationship

education and opportunities fol sexual expression should be a high pliolity for

parerÍs, staff, and community agencies that work in the field (Davis,2002).

Measuring the success ofintelvention is detennined by the person gaining gleater

access to the cornrnunity, detnonstrating and leporting use of relapse strategies

when supelvision is being leduced, and reuraining oflense-fi'ee (Hingsburger et
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aL, 1999). Sexual offending behavior is a community problem. Therefore an

ultimate goal is comprehensive services witl.t comrnon pltilosophies and

approaches in ordel to be lesponsible to participants. In older to meet this goal,

expansions ofoptions to implove upon quality of life based on evidence and best

practice principles ale essential.

Theoletical Perspectives

During the process of developing lesearch questions, two theories emerged

as Lelevant. A frarnework fol effective intervention involves a nut'ubet of

strategies including family and relationship building, environnental

modifications, providing individuals with direct habilitative skill tlaining (such as

sexual education, anger management, and social skills), and education for

professional and external stakeholdels, in addition to comtnunity outreach and

follow-up. Prograrnrning that incorporates this holistic apploach is suppolted by

the social ecological approach which acknowledges the person's mental, social

and physical enviromnents. White and Klein (2002) stated that "ecological theory

sensitizes practitioners and othels to the multiple levels and conplex interactions

between valious ecological units" (p. 224). They also propose that this

"perspective is inherently multidisciplinary in its implications" (White & Klein,

2002, p.224).

Barris, Kielhofner, and Watts (1988) outlined the social ecological

apploach and plovided a summary ofthe pelspective on people and their'

envirorulents as (a) "development involves learning to be competent ir-r a variety

ofsettings," (b) "settings plon'r.ote certain behaviors and ale subject to change by
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their inhabitants. hrdividuals learu to choose settings that are appropriate to their'

goals and to modif, settings" and (c) "through purposeful engagement in settings,

the individual develops acceptable social behavior'" (Barris et al., i988, pp. 140 &

14t).

From a social ecological perspective, problernatic behaviol is the direct

result of"a lack ofexperience in varied settings (which) may lead to a lack of

behaviolal flexibility for functioning in a wide t'ange of environtnents. The

individual may choose inapplopliate settings fol goal attairunent or may not krlow

what behaviors are required by the setting" (Barlis et al., 1988, p. 141). When

considering that reduced problem solving abilities ale inherent within the cohort

ofadults with developmental disabilities, employing a vatiety ofstlategies that

talget both intelnal and extemal processes is warranted to ensure that continuance

of daily occupations is couducted in a safe and effective manner for both the

public and pelson. This theory is valuable in ploviding ctedence to interventions

that focus on reshucturing the social envilonmeut and redesigning physical and

task elrvirorments with an individual who has been convicted of a sexual offense.

Within the literatule on sexual offending intervention, cognitive behavior

therapy is cited often. This folm of treatment is rooted within cognitive theory,

which addlesses the link between cognitive processes and affect and behavior'.

Eccles and Winfield (2002) highlighted the effect that self-r'egulation plays in

social cognitive theolies as it "ernphasizes the importance of self-efficacy beliefs,

causal attlibutions, and goal setting in regulating behaviol directed at

acconrplislring a task or activity" (Eccles & Winfield, 2002, p. 124). Once
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engaged in a task, the pelson must 'l'nonitor their behavior', judge ils outcomes,

and leact to those outcomes in ordel to regulate what they do" (Eccles &

Winfield, 2002, p. 125).

Barris et al. (1988) refer to cognitive approaches and theory as including

rational-emotive thelapy, cognitive restlucturing, coping skills and ploblem-

solving therapies. The ovelall supposition is that changes in cognition will alter'

affect and behavior (p. 96). These therapies are dilected to changing ploblernatic

thought patterns such as denial and n-rinirnization, which ale viewed as salient in

sexual offending. Ifcognitive lestlucturing is successful, incidences ofle-

offending are decleased.

A cornbination ofthese two theoretical perspectives is suited to the needs

ofadults with developmental disabilities who sexually offend. Together they offer'

a frarnework to outline the lesponsibilities of the individual, by employing

cognitive behavior apploaches as plomoted by cognitive theories, while

addressing the lesponsibilities ofthe entire envilomnent, including a continuum of

selvices designed for this specific population.

The literatule review included developrnental disability, sexual offending,

comrnunity based intelvention and supports. Upon reflection, it became clear that

leseaLch amor.rg men who sexually offend is well developed, However, research

on the issues ofsexual offendels with intellectual disabilities is limited. The

perspectives of individuals living with disabilities in the community who have

been involved in sex offending behavioul wele not well studied. instead, tesearch
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has focused orr people who have a histoly of institutionalization ol have lived in

segregated envilorunents including educational and lesidential settings.

It has been reported that the rnajority ofpeople with a borderline or rnild

cognitive disability who becoure involved in the criminal justice system have not

been identified as having a disability. Therefole, their experiences have not been

desclibed. Recognizing and documenting theil specific needs for the putposes of

community-based intervention is what guides this lesealch.

The central questions ale: 1) What are the expeliences of community

living arnong individuals with developrnental disabilities who have been involved

in sexual offending? 2) What are their needs and challenges in the areas of

lelationships and living arrangements?

Based on this information and the litelature, the application of a

qualitative approach to this study was deemed useful to identifr the needs and

challenges of individuals, with reference to thinking pattelns as well as overall life

situations, including the social and physical components of their envirorulent.

The following chaptel desclibes the rnethodology used in this research,

with specifìc focus on the use ofcontent analysis to analyze the data.
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CHAPTER III: METHOD

Methodological components ofthis study, including the researchel's

background, parlicipant profile, and lecluitrrrent strategies used, are outlined in

this section. A description of qualitative research and ethical considelations are

plovided, followed by descriptions and plocess of conducting content analysis.

Researcher's Background

The author is plesently a Program Manager for a social service agency that

plovides day services to adolescents and adults with developrnental disabilities. In

the last twenty years, the researcher has worked as a ditect tl'eatment staff,

coordinator of sewices, and Occupational Therapist in this field. During this time,

OFII managernent has provided occasional consultatiou to the day progratn to

assist with providing services for individuals who were not eligible for treatment

selvices via OFII. No affiliation ol parluership with Oppoltunities developed in

the past or present and participants had no plevious direct coftact with this author.

Participants

Adult clients who had a diagnosis ofa developtnental disability and attend

sexual offender treatment offeled by Opportunities for Independence Incotpotated

(OFII) were asked to palticipate in this study. A purposeful sample ofparticipants

associated with this non-plofit community agency was selected, as this service

specializes in community-based treatment specifically for adults with intellectual

impainnents.

The continuum of clinically-supelvised ptogratns offeled by OFII include

residential treatment centers and fostel' homes, community suppolt pl'ograrrrs,
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intensive needs componeuts, sex offendet tl'eatment, adaptive skills plograms,

vocational placements and monitoring, drop-in oppoltunities, peer based support

groups, in addition to tlaining and consultation. These services are designed to

enable clients "to exetcise theil rights to equal and appropriate membership in

society in the least lestrictive setting as is possible while maintaining petsonal and

cornmunity safety." (Opportunities for Independence Inc. Alternative Thelapeutic

Proglamming Pamphlet, nd). Opportunities, Inc, was developed by a gloup of

professionals who identified a need to address the ploblems ofadults with

developmental disabilities who wele in conflict with the law.

It was expected that 10- 15 participants would take part in this study. Based

on professional experience with clients of similar backgrounds, it was expected

that saturation of the data would occul between 10-15 intelviews. Clients who

had borderline to mild developuental disabilities and who had attended the

plogram fol a minimum of six months were invited to participate. A diagnosis of

a moderate, severe ot profound intellectual disability excluded a petson from

participating due to the possible lack ofrequisite insight to relay specific

information sought.

Ten individuals completed the interviews. Five of the teÍì men wete

between the ages of25-29, three between 34-36 yeals old, and two within an age

range of48-51. Six of the mell were of Aboliginal descent, thlee were Caucasian,

and one was fiom an Asian background. Most of the participants had re-located to

Winnipeg. One person cor.rtinued to live in Eastern Manitoba, foul people had

moved fiom Northeln Manitoba regions, two flom Northern Saskatchewan, one
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person fiom Asia, one fi'om Southwestern Manitoba, and one individual has

always resided in Winnipeg. The lange of present residential atrangements was

thee individuals lived independently, two resided alone with occasional fotmal

suplrofis, two lived with other community agency hornes and tluee curlently lived

in OFII residences. Six individuals lelayed that they had been incarcerated

howevel the extent ofinvolvelnent was not discussed, one pelson lefused to

answer, while the remaining three men stated they had never been in jail.

Recruitment

Tluee approaches were used to enlist participants. Initially, an inforrnal

meet ar.rd greet session was conducted with potential participants where they

received velbal and printed information on the study pulpose, potential questions

and intelview details including timelines in addition to the researcher's contact

infonnation. During this time, an honorarium was offered to potential participants

along with assulances that participation was completely voluntary with no

negative irnplications on theil affiliation with OFII ifthey chose to not partake. A

request to relay information to othe|s who were not in attendance but may be

interested in participating in the study was made, An additional t'ecluitment

approach was placement ofthe infomratiou shared during the meet and greet

session within the Opportunities for Independence Incotporated office space.

Participants corfacted the researcher to anange a rneeting place and time

according to theil plefelence. Only individuals who were able to provide their'

own legal consent lesponded to the lequest fol interviews and participated in the
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research. Interviews occurred in public locations and lasted between 30 to 75

minutes.

Interviewing

Participants were asked about their current situations, in terms of farnily

and othel interpersonal relationships, residential circumstances, and life in the

community. They were also asked about theil speciftc needs and challenges.

Infolmation was collected until participants' descliptions were t'epeated indicating

that data collection was complete (Jackson, 2003). In this study, intetviews weLe

conducted until tluee successive irferviews plovided essentially the same

responses. This occurred after 10 intelviews,

In qualitative lesearch, a list ofcore questions that vary in older or

wolding assist both researchel and participant to be confoltable with the process.

Blitten (1995) advocates questions that are open-ended, neutral, sensitive, and

clear to the interviewee and based on behavior, expetience, opinion, value,

feeling, knowledge, and sensory experience including demoglaphic/backglound

details. Additionally, it is plefened to begin the interview with the easiest, most

concrete questions and plogt'ess to those that at'e mole difficult (Britten, 1995).

Based on this inforrnation, sequencing ofquestions ptoglessed from concrete to

abstlact, with content at'anged accolding to issues identified within the literature.

Questions along witli scripts for the tneet and gteet and introductions were

prepaled in advance and in a set ordel with suppletnental questions when the

participant required fulther clarifìcation. Refel to Appendix A and B for an

outline of questions and scripts that were approved by the Ethics Committee
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befole the lesearch began, Each interview was tape recorded and tlansctibed

imrnediately aftel the session which assisted with Íecall for data analysis.

Ethical Considerations

Hays, Murphy and Sinclair (2003) outline ethical considerations that

should be ensured when designing research which involves adults with

developrnental delays who sexually offend. These authors propose that

requirements to conducting ethical lesearch with a person who has a cognitive

disability include not only informed consent but also evidence of capacity to

consent while intelactions at'e fiee from pressute. Refet to Appendix C fol the

fianewolk in which decision rnaking status was determined.

In older to ensure confidentiality and meet the lequitements of the ethics

protocol for the Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board at the University of

Manitoba, each individual was made a\¡/ale that his participation was voluntaty

throughout the coulse of the study and that he could withdraw at any time without

consequence. In addition, an independent ethics panel fiom Opportunities for

Independence Incolpolated reviewed and approved the study protocol submission.

A consent form was developed to obtain informed consent and was offeled

velbally and in writing to aid in comprehension. Refer to Appendix D fol a copy

of the consent folm. All palticipants wele considered their own legal decision

makers and therefore consent fiom anothel person was not required. Infortnation

was used solely for research purposes and identities were not tevealed in wlitten

repofis with the name being replaced with an intelview numbet, At the conclusion

of each interview, a twenty-dollal honotarium was provided.
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The intent in conducting this reseatch was to describe the experiences of

community living among individuals with developrnental disabilities who have

been involved in sexual offending behaviour. By following the proposed tesearch

design, ethical plinciples of "beneficence (doing good), nonmaleficence (not

causing hann), autonomy (treating people with respect and providing them with

enough infolmation to make an informed decision) andjustice (weighing the costs

and benefits ofthe research to ensule thatjustice is done)" as advocated by Hays

et al. (2003, pp.182-183) was tttet.

Qualitative Resealch

Qualitative research places ernphasis on viewing the perspective ofthe

individual thereby allowing a mole holistic method to study the person,

institution, group ol culture. This melhod relies more on words to desclibe the

research findings while emphasizirrg the subjective dimensions ofpeople's

experiences (Jackson, 2003).

Creswell ( 1998) defines qualitative research as a "process of

understanding based on distinct rnethodological traditions of inquiry that explore a

social or human pt'oblern. The resealcher builds a cornplex, holistic picture,

analyzes words, reports detailed views of infolmants, aud conducts the study in a

natural setting" (Jackson, 2003,pg. 136). A cyclical apploach is lepeated

tll'oughout the plocedure versus linear steps to assist with developing inductive

theory.
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Content Analysis

Content analysis defined as "any technique fol rnaking infetences by

objectively and systematically identif,ing specified characteristics ofmessages"

(Holsti, 1969, p. 14) was used for the purpose ofdata analysis. This system is used

when attempting to analyze the content of the nessage that is being

comrnunicated (Jackson, 2003).

This form of data analysis originated in the 1950s as a quantitative rnethod

where text was reduced to quantifiable units. The fundamental analytic principle

is that core themes are produced fiom data tluough systematically reducing and

analyzing text which is then coded ifio established categories to support the

genelatiori of ideas and to account for the results (Pliest, Roberts, & Woods,

2002).

Content analysis has been found to be applopriate for many questions, and

used within rnany disciplines. "Fulthermore, the validity ofthe measures used

rnay be fairly high since dilect observatio¡rs and classifications are being made"

(Jackson, 2003, p. 205). Priest et al (2002) additionally proposed "content analysis

is a particularly reliable means ofanalyzing qualitative data in that leliability of

coding decisions can be confinned by revisiting previously coded data

peliodically to check the stability ovel time." (p. 37) Based on these stlengths, this

method was chosen to analyze the data generated duling this leseatch study.

Process of ContenÍ Analysis

Creswell (2003) outlined the following steps to analyze and interplet data:

i. Olganize and plepare involving tlanscription of intelviews, optically scanning
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of matelial, typing field notes, and arranging the data into diflerent types. 2. Read

thlough all material to obtain a general sense ofthe meaning. 3. Detail the analysis

using a coding process, which involves organizing information into chunks and

labeling into categolies. 4. Describe the detailed infolmation about people, places,

or events within the setting. Generate codes fol use with a small number of

themes or categolies that will assist with outlining major findings with sepalate

headings. 5. Discuss each theme ot' inter-connecting themes using a nattative

apploach. 6. hrterplet data by addlessing the essence ofthe information,

cornpalison offindings, history, and lessous leatned tluoughout the expetiences

(Creswell, 2003).

Trushtorthiness

In ordel to enhance the tlustwot'thirress of the findings, qualitative resealch

should exhibit concepts of cledibility to acculately descr'ìbe the experiences of

palticipants and tliangulation of data, which can involve diffelent sources, times,

places and methods. The process of metnber checking to velifu that the content of

the data is tlue to the participant's experience additionally provides credibility to

the resealch findings.

Dependability lefers to stability and trackability ofchanges in data over

tilne and conditions reflecting the continual changing ofsituations due to different

realities. Another determinant of trustworthiness can be accomplished via

completion ofan audit trail whereby the researcher documents all the raw data

generated, methods and sources of data generation, in addition to analysis

decisions in that another lesealchel could follow the procedule and auive at the
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sarne corlclusions. Transfelability refers to the ability to generalize study findings

to other settings, populations, and contexts to demonstrate that the tesults are not

context bound. Confirmability lefels to objectivity ofthe data whete othet'

researchers would agree that meanings lelate to the salne concepts. Blacketing of

pelsonal biases, assumptions, and values that may have impacted the study while

highlighting other conclusions and rival lrypothesis ale also useful rnethods to

improve validity (Cleswell, 2003).

In order to ensure that the researcher's personal biases wete visible within

the findings, assurnptions and reactions were blacketed within a reflective journal,

which can be leviewed by leaders of the research conclusions. The strategy of

peer debriefing with a colleague ernployed within the field of developrnental

disabilities for a prolonged time but was external and not involved with this

population ofpeople was also used. A second coder who has over twenty years

expelience wolking with people who have intellectual impailments and not

involved in any other palt ofthe lesealch came to similar conclusions regarding

coding decisions. An audit trail has been left for othels to leplicate the ptocedule

in conducting the lesealch. Direct quotes were used within the written reporting of

the data collected. An attempt to membel check in ordel to verifr the findings

was made tl, ough an extended irrvitation to all participants however none ofthe

individuals indicated an intel'est ol' contacted the research as requested. Last,

observational notes with thick description of both verbal and non-verbal

infonnation, audio{aped interview data, and documentation within a reflective

j ournal was used by the lesearcher to triangulate data.
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CHAPTER ]V: RESULTS

Ten interviews with palticipants affiliated with Opportunities for

Independence Incorpolated (OFII) in Winnipeg, Manitoba, were completed. All

research participants were male within an age range of25 to 51 yeals. The

individuals had re-located to Winnipeg from various Northern, Eastern, and

South-Western Manitoba regions, Nolthern Saskatchewan aleas, in addition to

another continent. Six out often had been charged with committing an offence,

one lefused to answer while thlee wele never fonnally charged.

While most of the men had lived in rnultiple lesidential settings, a couple

ofparticipants had lesided only with their farnily oforigin extending into

adulthood pliol to moving into their present living anangement. At the time of the

intelviews, involvement with OFII included outreach selvices solely involving

client driven dlop-in sessions, daily program involvement and/or twenty four hour

residential selvices. In addition, sotne pafticipants reported concomitant issues

involving substance abuse and/ol difficulties with physical and mental health

status.

Intelviews wele held in a local coffee shop or an altemate public location

(e.g., office space at a nearby agency) as requested by the participant. Interviews

were audio{aped. Upon completion of each intelview, the information was

transcribed into text to complete the content analysis using the procedule outlined

by Cleswell (2003). Prior to coding the data, tlanscribed interviews were

repeatedly lead by the researcher, searching fol common expetiences which were

highlighted and placed directly into the tlansclipts. During this time, general
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impressions that were recalled duling the meeting or discrepancies in the

information provided by the participant were noted. Initial codes were developed

by analyzing wold segments, phrases and sentences while developing lalger

themes that wele relevant to each interview. These segmeffs of text wete

highlighted, analyzed and alranged in comtnon categories. A detailed list ofcodes,

categories and lules can be referenced within Appendix F and Appendix G.

'While codes and potential themes were initially developed aftel eight

intelviews, they were updated and revised upon completion of the transcription

process for the remaining two. This bleak in tirne assisted in ensuring that upon

fulthel' reflection, saturation of data had occuued. Over 100 codes were initially

identifred, however considerable overlap was noted. Each code did not apply to

every intelview howevel they did lelate back to the original research question

which was: what are the community experiences in social and residential settings

fol a person who has a developmental disability and been involved in sexually

offending behaviour'? Examples ofthese codes included:

Frequent noves
Decreased access to farnily
Isolation ftom friends
Glief secondary to loss
Effects of incarceratiolr
Lir¡ited finances
Importance of work
Desire to be independent
Farnily conflict
Acceptance of self

Aftel the data were coded, a colleague who has wotked in the field of

developmental disabilities for the past twenty yeals reviewed and evaluated the
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categories that had been developed based on similal expetiences and pattelns of

information. This procedure levealed similar arrd consistent coding patterns with

the original process. For example, the category "productivity" included activities

that participants had identified as providing structure and meaning to theil day at

some point. Examples wele: education as a key to the futute, plefetence fol self

teaching versus formal classes, a desile to learn and developrnent ofindependent

living skills.

To begin this procedule, all data were reviewed fiom an ovetall

perspective. By reading and le-reading the information, cet'tain patterns became

evident however the final bteakdown did not include all initial ideas for

categories. For example, "impact ofillness" did not apply to the majority of

participants but could be included undel'the umbrella of"selfcare" and therefore

was eliminated as a categoly on its owt.

Pelsonal feelings and insiglrts wete noted while reading and sorting

though the transcribed data. Additionally, brief notations were made imrnediately

aftel each interview and added to the intelview data. Flequently mentioned

experiences such as leaving their family oforigin at an early age and subsequent

feelings ofloss due to this relocation are examples ofhow codes and categories

became organized.

Categolization ofthe data was based on the participants' words and

phrases in addition to ideas that emet'ged fiom teviewing the data stemming fi'om

the literature or the lesearcher's personal expetiences. While some categoties such

as "safety" and "illness" were too nanowly focused, a "support systems," category
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which originally included family, fliends and formal supports was too broad. To

bettel account for the data, farnily was separated fi orn "suppott systems," into one

category. Another exarnple ofthis re-organization is "self-care," which became a

lecuning theme once statements wele grouped based on taking care ofoneselfin

legalds to mental/emotional/spiritual health, safety fot selland others to avoid re-

offending, changes in attitudes resulting in different beliefs and behaviour and

lesiliency. Negative data plovided by one participant which was not corroborated

by any other irrterviewee was discarded after a thorough review of the data was

completed.

Aftel this stage, each person had apploxirnately 15-20 plelirninary

categolies including sorle of the following:

1. Independence
2. Support systems
3. Family effects
4. Effects of prejudice
5. hlportance of wolk
6. Frequent moves
7 . Baruiers
L Comections to OFII
9. Lirnited fliends
10. Safety

In ordel to identiff categories that could be applicable and broad in focus, all

interviews were lead again and re-glouped accotding to overarching

cornrnonalities. Seven final tliemes that could incolporate the data collected

duling the analysis were selected. The final 7 categoties were:

1. Taking cale of self
2. Family effects
3. Social and support systems
4- Home life
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5. Assistance from Opportunities for Independence Inc.
6, Productivity
7. Societal and systemic effects

Despite each participant ploviding responses based on theil individual

expeliences, a minimum of4 out of 7 categories were applicable to each person.

A description for each category then was developed.

1 . Taking cale of self
Issues lelated to emotional, mental and spiritual health were discussed by many
participants. Safety of self including actions/behaviours that keep othel's in the

cornmunity safe were included in this category. The irnpact of rnental health
issues was also outlined. Insight, griefand lemotse related to the person's offence
history, building selfconfidence and resiliency wele also included.

2. Family effects
Positive contact as well as negative factors associated with farnilial lelations wele
highlighted within this category. History of abusive relations, continued conflict
and stigmatism due to family history were outlined. The impact of isolation from
family mernbers due to moving out of regions or death was also discussed. Some

participants also spoke of cultural values that temained with them. Impofiance to
maintain contact with family was indilectly mentioned by rnany patticiparlts.

3. Social and suppolt systems
Individuals discussed the role ofsuppott frotn community resources and fiiends.
Most participants reported lirnited suppolts from friends. A numbel of
intelviewees lelayed wanting to have a girlfriend or wife in the futule while some

identified plesently having soneone significant in theit life.

4, Home life
The impact offrequent moves typically away from the farnily including residential
school, fostel homes, group home settitlgs were discussed. Feelings ofloss, anger,

and fear wele identified as were the impoftance of safety, food and shelter. Many
participants also highlighted the negative impact that lirnited financial assistance

had on their ability to live independently at a comfortable level.

5. Assistance frorn Opportunities fot Independence Inc,
Training rnodules such as Comrnunity Altetnative Re-entty Prograur (CARP),
anger management; social skills training offered via OFll wele frequently
described as benef,rcial. The range of seryices fi'oln drop in to residential setvices

was highlighted in this section as was the value of emotional supporl.
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6. Ploductivity
Many palticipants outlined the impofiance of wolk to increase income and life
opportunities. Sorne participants indicated they were satisfied with attending day
prograrns and would look fol employrnent possibly in the future. The irnpact of
continuing education to in'rprove futule vocational pursuits was also identified by
some interviewees. Education as a child was fi'equently desclibed as difficult due

to theil cognitive disability.

7. Societal and systemic effects
Issues related to limited finances from Employment and income Assistance wete
highlighted by a few participants. Additionally noted was society's pressure to be

productive and have a certain image which would be reflected by income. A
number of Aboliginal participants identified racisrn as a significant barriel they
faced on an ongoing basis. Almost all interviewees noted being'picked on' or'

targeted by othel students, co-participants ol the general community due to
cognitive disability, visual appearance, speech impediment, race, sexuality, past

offence history, and/ol physical health issues and accessibility.

Fol each theme, dilect quotes compiled from the interviews were used to

develop thernes and are noted as follows.

Themes

Thene I -Taking care of self

Within this therne identi{ìcation and insight into the importance of keeping

others including thetnselves safe by lealning fiom theit past was identified. These

statements were typically solicited when asked why they initially becarne involved

wirh oFlI.

Participant #1
P. Well just to get some help. Just to be safe, not to do an¡.'thing else to anybody.

P. .. . Well pletty much to be safe iu the community and not hurt anybody else

especially kids.

Participant #5
P. Cause uh....I'm uh...l get kinda to involved with little girls.

I. . . .like what would you say fol sure sticks out in your mind?
P. Don't touch girls anymore.
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Awaleness of trying new strategies and behaviouls to reft'ain from re-

offending was also discussed.

Participant #4
P, I always keep rny nose clean anyways so I don't bother people on this side or
this side.

Participant #7
P, They still want lne to do that with them but I can't because I am trying to
straiglrten rny life out, not getting too, trying to get rnyself into hurting another'
person o[ re-offending.

P. Well uh, that's the reason that I go to the plogran, this place called
Opportunities getting rnyselfinvolved with moving out or anything. Byjust going
walking around. Say like if I wake up in the rnorning and I decide what am I
gonna do today, if I decide that I am just gorura go walking around the streets and

meet people that are not very good for me to hang around with then probably
wouldn't. I would probably eventually run into sorne people that I don't want to
meet and get rnyselfgoing, get myself blitzed like I used to do befole.

Participant #9
P. Um, yeah that made me, it told me that if I don't want to go back thele, you'll
try and help yourselfby going to a program that teaches you to have been in some

kind ofoffence that you could look it with a positive side. Ifyou want to avoid
this place then you'll lealn.

The power ofpositive thinking, believing in oneself, and proving selfto

others in spite of being the talget of negative cotnmeffs coupled with an

underlying resiliency were highlighted by some participants.

Participant #1

I. Why do you think it stopped?
P. Cause they saw me with like, they saw me for who I leally was.

P. I showed them how I was and what I was made of.

Participant #4
P. Well, I'rn still going anylvays.

P. No rnore backing down as they say (laughing).
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Participant #8
P. .. And not just that but thele is also where I've made pl'ogl'ess.

Participant #9
P. Yeah, uni I think it had more to deal with self confidence and uh lots of that
selfbuilding stluctul'e and uh, you need to feel good about youlselfno mattel'
what. It's like it doesn't mattel what the next person thinks its tnore you need to
feel good doing what you are doing, you know. And realize that, realize that not
everyone's point is a good point, so yeah.

P. Yeah and um, one of the other things I have learned is like I want to keep

holding onto those points thele and urn basically tell myself 'you know what, I
cannot go back to where I used to be and letting othel people bug rne and stand up
for myself and say like this is who I arn and this is lne now. Who you thought of
me when you saw me 10 years ago 15 yeals ago, I'rn not that pelson anymore you
know'. But I've gained uh, I've gained alot of knowledge in life and a lot ofyou
know, I don't let uh, I try to get my wotds and try to stand up fol rnyself.

P. Um, I like to uh, I like to uh, I think a lot of it that helps me now is that I can

accept who I arn. I don't care what anyone says cause bottorn line, I am who I am,

plain and simple you know.

Futule plans with a positive outlook were weighed by participants while

leviewing their past and seeing a positive change for the futule.

Participant #4
P, Um, they say I mostly done already and i am ready to move out ofthe program

thele.

P. Go my own way and help somebody out.

Participant #9
P. ...don't look at the bad stuff. Like don't look at the negative stuff, that will get

you into trouble. But look at the stuffthat you can learn offofthis like what I did
and what i won't go back to and you know of the offense or whatever and look at

it as a learning curve. Say 'l dor.t't want to go thele I'll do better'' you know, tty
and pick up some othel types ofhabits ofuh stuff. Get myself a job, through that
it would um, inclease ny um overall just itlctease my overall capability to do

better you know.

Participant #10
P. I feel like I've made a step folwald. It is like I put rny foot in the door when
they were closing, closing it and saying no. And I put my foot in the door and said
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I am going to do this no matter what even if it takes a long time for me to get what
I want to get. . ..

P. I will keep trying, I will not give up.

Grief and lenorse for past histoly was expressed within three interviews

which implies insight into accepting l'esponsibility for their offending behaviour.

Sorne participants identified the reason why they becarne involved with

Opportunities specifìcally.

Participant #7
I. ......you feel like people arejudging you a little bit?
P. Yeah, yeah. Especially what I did. Especially what I did in the past uh hurting
people and bugging women and stuff like that. Ernotionally.

P. And it rnakes me feel bad too if I get angry with anyone because that's the thing
that I arn working on is my angel and not to get angly because that's what got me,
that's what got rne into sexually assaulting people.

P. Yeah because I need lots of urn, lots ofencoulagement and like yeah healing
and not to bling myself back to who I was before. That's what that Native Elder
was telling me about a couple ofweeks ago. She has been talking to othel people
like me to talk about my past and my history. To talk about all that galbage stuff
that I have been saving up and that and maybe when I start doing that, rnaybe
things will staft going a little bit better fol me instead of this angel and this
loneliness all the time.

Participant #8
P. And crime and the illness, I started going down hill. You know there is a lot of
stuffthat luined a lot for lne.

P. Yeah. I can't blarne anyone but myself you know. Like I had a nice life. I guess
just sometimes in life things don't wolk out. I made the wlong decisions.

An implied feeling of emballassment fol the past was also interpleted

within one interview.

Participant #8
P. ... Sornetimes it's hard to remember what I've done. Like what I've done and
what was going on. But I've come along way now and I am a lot happier.
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Participant #9
P. ..I haven't revealed it to all rny family that knew about it and they still don't
know about it so. I mean it is something that I uh don't, I kind of try to put it in
the past.

Mental health and emotional issues wele cited as barliels howevel the

impoltance of knowing how to wolk within those limitations was also addressed.

Participants also identified extemal factols such as supportive lesidential

envilonments and pharrnacological assistance to assist in dealing with glief and

loss.

Participant #8
P. Because it'll even out my pills cause it controls my illness to be a normal
pefson.

P. They had me dlugged up and I was on the psych ward a couple of times and I
had a rough time there.

P, ...But right now, last 2 years I've been leally picking up. It's like I say the
illness has gone lighter.

P. Yeah, a cleal head and rny thinking is better'.

P. Yeah, but I also have problems with getting uh overwhehned ol a little bit too
excited.

P. And I kind of, sometimes I feel hyper ol something.

P. And that's when I start acting up or stufflike that. Not hurting anyone but
sornetimes when I am around people sornetimes I will feel nelvous.

P. Yeah, see like I can't take big crowds ofpeople, like this is okay (refening to
place where interview took place).

Participant #9
P. . . .I'm on medication to help rne deal with sorne of the deplession, and uh so

that's pretty tough light now.

Participant #10
P. . . ...I don't want a nurse come knocking on rny door and say you have to take
your meds and that. I thiuk I can do that on my own.
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Thente 2- Family Effects

Positive feelings and memories as well as fiequent contact with family

either via direct contact ol phone calls were described by four individuals as being

important.

Participant #2
i. What helps you the most light now in youl life?
P. Uh.....uh, keeping irr touch with my family.
I. So even though you didn't get to see them, do you phone them or ate you in
touch regularly?
P. Phone them too.

Participant #3
I. So do you still see your farnily?
P. Yeah uh yeah.
I. Do you go home often?
P. On weekends, evety second weekend.

P. Yeah, yeah, I lalk on phone.
L So do you like having that contact?
P. Yeah, yeah it's good.

Participant #4
P. A blothel lives close by orr (name of street).
I. Okay. Do you have contact with hirn?
P. Yeah everyday.

P. I take him fol coffee alot.

Participant #5
P. Oh yeah. We got a family reunion at the (narne of hall), this fall with a bunch of
kids, uncles and aunts.

P. My brothel is in this Satulday; spend time with him and then the week aftel I
can see her'.

I. Okay. So you are making sure that when yout'brothet is in that you can spend as

rnuch time with him as possible?
P. Yeah.

Participant #6
P.......I want a lot of noney to buy a new computer'.
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P. Big time, to contact my farnily.

P. I'd like that e-mail to keep in touch with rny farnily everyday.

Participant #8
P. That's where they stay now but rny dad is gone but my rnom married another
man.

P.,..I usually sleep over. They have a spare bedroom in the senior's home.

P. And uh, yeah and uh my blother had a lelationship with me too.

I. So how often do you see him?
P. Well, uh, not that telribly often. But most titnes I see him is when I go to my
palents, he'll be thele. Arrd we go for coffee, buy some suppet'.

P. They couldn't have children. So they adopted tne from the hospital when I was

like this (small movement).

P. Yeah. They got sonleone to come and see me. They came along and took me

home.

P. And I was 3 yeals old when they picked up my brothet.

P. ...And I was looking at my little brother and thinking I have a little brother
now! It was nice it was happy.
I. What was it like growing up in that family?
P. Well it was pretty good, Uh, work was the big thing there on the falm. There
was always something to do. And I helped dad and my brother too. I helped with
pigs for 5 years. He was driving truck, a special truck.

Participant #10
I. And how about your sisters, do you visit them?
P. Yeah, I visit them yeah I go visit them once in awhile and that. And whenever I
have time, I go see them. Give them a call and go visit them.
I. . . ..Who do you spend Chlistmas with theu?
P. My sistel cause all rny family is fal away.

Anothel aspect for some people was the important family traditions and

values that they leaured as childlen.
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Participant #8
P. Uh, we all get togethel for a family gathering. We go to, first thing we go to
church, It is called (name of chulch). And from thele we go to have more family
gathelings.

P. My rnom and dad, they believe in keeping those holidays. So that means we go

to church,

P. And rny family is a lot Christian. It means they believe in the bible and that.

P. . ...And I had a really nice mom because she kept the house nice and clean.

Having positive farnily support and undelstanding during difficult periods

ol cilcumstances was highlighted by foul palticipants.

Participant #1
P. My mom is supporting me. She says I hope you are going to be safe, use

condoms and whatever.

Participant #8
P. Because I would sleep day and night. I felt sick; I don't know what I felt.
Anyway mom was wondeling about so she took me to the clinic.

P. Yeah. Like I've been living with motn and dad also on the faul when I could
have gone on my own but my family still supported rne tluough that. Now that
I've been ìiving on my own, Ijust go to stop in there.

P. Well uh what helps me rnost is uh, I still got my palents, they are still hanging
in there. Like you know what I mean?

P. So that's what happened thele. Yeah, like I had good parents, I really love
them.

Participant #9
P. Urn, I guess uh very supportive no lÌlattel'what I did. Urn, not really so much of
as uh, the negative way but if it wasn't good for me they tell me'(palticipant
name), this may be not a good idea light now. It might be good later on but
whatever you do you know, we just wish you the best of luck with all the stuffthat
goes with it'.

P. Yeah, it kind ofmakes you uh feel wanted you know. You feel special. Kind of
puts you in the centre ofthe spotlight (laughing).
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Participant #10
P......Then there was a teacher and staff and I lan out ofthe school aud ran to my
sister's because I felt so bad and I was crying all the tirne and I thouglrt what did I
do. And then the cops showed up and that's when I got away from them and then I
went back to my sister''s.....

Negative family influences wefe a colÌìmon theme with many participants.

History ofabuse within the family, substance abuse, alguments and systeurs'

involvement were shared. The irnpoftance ofbeing able to remove and provide

distance fi'om these situations were recalled however some individuals remained

in contact with particulal family members. The 3 participants who relayed a

history ofalcoholism in the farnily also discussed their own struggles with

addictions at times.

Participant #1
P. Yeah. I have had people calling me down because I have uh, an alcoholic
farnily. They can't take care ofyou because ofthe liquor'.

P. Like you know what I rnean- they thought I turned out to be like rny parents.

Just because of being alcoholic.

I. What do you think is the most diffrcult thirrg now?....
P. Urn it's nothing with Opportunities or anytliing else like that it's that - it's like
the family situation that ale- that I grew up in.

P. Well, occasionally not all the tirne but I, like when they drink, I don't talk to
them.

P.. ,,Yeah, I grew up in that family. My father used to abuse me, I know tny
brothers told me to give up on that, that hurted me right thele.

P. And my dad did it right in fi'ont of my glandparents and if my grandpalents
were to do anlthing he'd threaten to kill them or something like that.

P. Then I was, I don't know fot some reason I- sornething made me folgive my
dad but I don't know what it was.

P. ... but every tirne I'd see rny dad I would just wanna grab a shot gun or
sornething. . ...
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P. But rny morn said it's not wofih it. If you are going to do that it's going to make
it even wolse, put you in jail for that.

Participant #6
P. Um, very good. My rnom is doing alright, Dad's okay, (name) well not too bad.

Before lots oftlouble, then no tlouble, but now thele is tlouble.

P. Yeah cause rny sistel don't like my dad no more and (narne). Because they took
(narne) away, my niece and all this happened in Septembel till now, Oh Godl
I. So how does that affect you?
P. Oh, so very piss off. Yeah and scared because aflaid that they take (narne) away
and uh thlough Family Service there too and the police. And no good but my
sistel'tlusts me.

P. Yeah she got 1 blothel in the city so that's good. That's the rnain thing. My dad

and (narne) trouble but I don't know what to do about that but a lot ofphone calls.
Like he say, what she say, you know.

Participant #7
P. It is only people that are positive to rne that I keep in contact with. And other
members of the family members I uh, kind of avoid them eh because they are

drunks or are into drugs too much or they break the law too much so I don't care

to be in contact with them.

P. Well they were pletty well into alcohol at that tirne eh. I had it pletty hard.

Along with my siblings.

P. Pretty much that was the leasot't fot rnoving. I was having it lough and I was
getting uh beaten up and sexually assaulted by farnily members and this and that
and so on.

P. Yeah. I seen the things that I didn't want to see when I was young.

P. Like with family mernbers aud so on. It was getting to me physically and

ernotionally. That's when I left.

Participant #10
P. No, I don't see him that often no. What he does is he dlinks a lot.

P. And it's uh to the point where I can't handle seeing him no more. Like he used

to be abusive to my mom and I didn't like that at all.
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Isolation fi orn farnily members eithel by leaving the family during

adolescence, being taken away at a young age fi'otn the bilth family ol effects of

siblings moving away were lecounted as being difficult.

Participant #2
I. Yeah, do you get to go home and see them at all?
P. Not vety often, no.

P. Probably in spring maybe. When I get some money I'll be able to.

I. ...When's the last tir¡e you were able to go see them?
P. Uh 2 yeals. It's been a while ago.

Participant #4
P. I was on my own actually at sixteen I moved out.

Participant #5
P. Well, they both have kids, they ale both married, they both live fal away.

I. Were you close growing up?
P. Uh...yeah kind ofyeah.
I. And when you wel'e growing up did you live with both youl mom and dad and
your 2 brothels?
P. Yeah, in one big house.
I. Do you have good memolies of that?
P. Oh yeah.

Participant #6
P. My sistel lives down there þointing). And I've got 2 brothers, I in (name of
town), 1 in (narne of town). Morn in (narne of town), dad in (name of town). I've
got a huge family.

P. Sornetime I phone them because it is too much money to dlive down there.

Once I did when rry glandma passed away because it was irnportant to me. All my
farnily was thele.

I. So how old were you when you stopped living with youl palents then?

P. Oh, geeze uh... Let's see, I'm 3-4 uh. . ..I don't know.

Participant #7
I... ... So do you still see youl family?
P. Not very often,
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P. They still ale living outside of the city yeah, I've got absolutely no family
contact with any family rnembers in the city.

P. . . ..I still have contact with family rnembels back home.

P. Mom, sistel and eldels.

Participant #9
P. I have a family. I have an uncle that lives in (name of city) too. And aunts and

uncles that live in (name ofplovince).
I. Okay, do you stay in contact with them?
P. No, actually I'm not, no. Except with the ones in (name of town), I am.

P. I have a brother that lives in (name ofcity). Um, and I also have a blother who
lives in (name ofcity) hele. I curently don't know where he is at right now.

Participant #10
P..... so they rnoved me to Winnipeg and they separated the family like, my sistels
went somewhere else all over the city and that. And I was all over the place
because I was the youngest....

P. You start thinking about that and my sistels are wondering where am I and

what am I doing and that. And I tried to call them....it was hald it was just deep

darn hald and I couldn't do an1'thing because (agency name) didn't know how to
get a hold of them. And then after'(agency name) I went into uh, I moved into
Oppoltunities.

Half of the individuals reported that illness and death of family members

were significant issues with which to cope in response to what was the lnost

difficult thing in life expeliences.

Participant #2
P. Uh, right now rry glandpa is ill, I mean he is having cancer iu his whole body.

For some years.

I. Is it tough when you are away?

P. Yeah, that's the most toughest pal't.

P. I don't know I don't think so it's... last time I heald his doctol checked hirn it's
right though, the cancer.

P. Uh, one is hearing that rny grandpa is still well. He gets up, walks around and

in the daytime he sleeps.
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Participant #5
P. ... Uh, my mom sometimes but she is sick, she's got arthitis and she's got a
sole back.

P. Every week.
I. Is it tough for hel to leave the house like that?
P. Yeah.

Participant #8
P. Yeah, I go there about once a month, regularly visit them out there in (narne of
town). Because my dad passed away.
I. Your dad passed away?
P. Yeah. What happened there is he had cancer.

P. And he hadjust retired a yeal ago befole he passed away. They said it was time
to l€tire so he took the option. He sold everything.

Participant #9
P. A little bit of, not so much of the past but um, just kind of working on uh
helping to deal with some ofthe losses, uh the griefthat I've, I've discovered this
past year. The loss of my mom, so I um kind of dealing with that, kind of tough
right now. . ..

P. Actually I, she had passed away wheu l moved away which was last year, April
28tl' of this past year of 2006.

P. ... we owned a house togethel.

P. Um, I think um, I'd probably say the loss of my mom. That was the biggest
thing.
L Okay, was she ill for a long tirne if you don't mind me asking?
P. No she was sick fol about 1 week. And uh, it was no she passed away on April
28tl'of 2006. That was a very sad time that came and went.

P. ...how do you stlive fol your life to be happy like after you've had someone you
live with your whole life and itjust goes. Then one day you are happy and
planning youl life and then thele is a shock. You know, that whole tirne there and

uh, during the funelal I was feeling the adreualine ofwhatjust happened there.

P. It's not easy. It's um, I don't undelstand. People tltat haven't lost a loved one

who was close, they'll never know how hald it was, how much it hurts you know.
And that feeling of loss is.....the first 5 months are...your mind is rewinding all
those memories that you had with that pelson till the day you know till the day of
the funelal and uh it's pretty tough.
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Thente 3-Social Opporlunities and Support S)tstems

A distinct firrding fol this cohort was the importance ofsuppofi frotn

fi'iends or formal comlnunity lesources. Experiences with friends were identified

by sorne participants including support during difficult tines and the importance

of surrounding oneself with positive irrfluences.

Participant #4
P. Good people I guess- take them for coffee like r¡e and you are doing
(laughing). Yeah that's what I'm doing alot, clean fun.

Participant #5
P. Fridays I go to the hospital and then I come back.
I. What do you do at the hospital?
P. I have breakfast with a couple of fi'iends.

Participant #7
P. It is only people that are positive to me that I keep in contact with. . ...

Participant #9
P. Um, I have a little bit at both. I have some that ale in the Winnipeg atea, lot of
them are flom (name of town) area too.

P. Yeah, um a lot offriends that helped me you know, goodjob they say, don't let
othel people tell you that you are not the petfect pelson and that there is no such

thing. I don't plan on being a perfect pelson. it's like, I really don't care about the
things you've done like I've learned to live with them now and it's been 7 years

since I've been out ofprison so whatever.

P. It leally is a mixture ofpeople. Yeah and uh maybe the ones that are different
than rne maybe they are, like they are, I don't know I don't see that maybe that I
grew up in a white neighbolhood, I don't really see myself as Native. Ijust see

people for who we are. I see everyone the same, you know, like hurnan beings. I
wish the wolld could be moLe like tltat.

Participant #10
P. ....And I got to meet some good fliends and that. They wele very helpful
sometimes. Like whenever I had a problern they would ask me and they would
open up to me to see what I was going tluough and that. And so I told them yeah I
am going through this and going through that and they would understand that.
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Convelsely, negative influences fi'om peer groups were also highlighted by

many individuals. Experiences ofbullying, engaging in criminal activity, alcohol

use and general arrltoyances wele discussed.

Participant #2
P. Bullied, yeah.

P. Mostly uh my attitude like with the people I uh hung out with people because

of alot of my fiiends, they also put me down...

Participant #4
P. I don't want to hang around with those guys now (laughing). They'll get you
into trouble- deep trouble and all that.
I. Who are they- like ale they friends you grew up with or?
P. They used to be but they steal cals and I didn't like that so I told my fi'iend you
better leave the keys and leave. I don't want him coming back.

P. OL I'd get one ofthese warrant things like uh, restraint or restraining.
I. A restlaining older?
P. Yeah, I could call the cops light now and they would come and take them away.

Participant #5
P. Um, my friend is abit of a pain in the ass.

P. He is always joking alound and not listening and he says sornething stupid
sometimes (smiling).

Participant #7
P. Well my friends are like alcoholics I guess. They dlink every tirne they have a

chance and uh, I don't spend time with them vety much.

P. . . . . . .l got fi'iends that I don't associate with no more.

P. ....And I find that hard, I find that kind ofhald fol me to do that because uh, it
kind ofhurts my feelings to not keep in contact with them. It hults and they know
because before when I used to hang atound with theni they know i was like drunk
with them and so on. They'd bonow things off me and so on. They still want rne

to do that with theln but I can't because i am trying to straighten my life out, not
getting too, trying to get rnyself into hurting anothel person or re-offending.
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Social contacts, experiences and options were not directly discussed

however an underlying issue of limited opportunities due to lelocating and lack of

comnunity resources fol people with developmental disabilities became evident.

Participant #2
L ....Do you have lots of fi'iends in Winnipeg?
P. Well a few.

P. Uh, I'm gonna go to rny friends.
I. Yeah, Is it a big get together or?
P. No, no, just (fliend narne).

Participant #7
P. . . . . . .It would make me feel better to go out and meet differ-ent type of people
that I could talk to instead ofgoing there everyday and seeing and hearing the
sarne thing. But it would make me feel bettel if l get to go out and meet different
kind ofpeople instead of wasting for the future.

P. It would be a good social oppot'tunity.

Participant #8
P. Well, they were neighbor friends, say hi and uh, I know a lot ofguys when I
was they'r'e age too. Now rnost of them are gone and manied,

P. But they are spread around thele. But every time I go to (name ofplace) to visit,
and I see a lot ofpeople they always say hi. They are my tiends.

Participant #10
P. I didn't really get to know rnuch of my fi'iends at all. And uh, I was uh just
being moved and that. I got to know a little bit of my fiiends and a little bit of
what they were like and they uh thought about me and that.

P........Um, rny friends, we kind of moved in different ways and that like schools
and that so they didn't give me theil numbels or anlthing like that so....

P. So I was in there and um, the security guards were uice and that as long as you
treated them nice. I got to klow a few guys in there but, but uh, they asked me
what I had done and I told them and then uh this and that. And they said 'oh okay'
and then they got abit knowing about me and what I was about and that.
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An undellying need to "fit in" to meet social expectations was highlighted

within discussions that exemplified either cuuent or future goals of lelationships,

marriage, and independence related to vehicle and horne ownelship.

Participant #4
P. I got a wife named _.

P. I need to get her and pay rent and help her out at school.
L Do you guys have kids together?
P. No we are engaged already so we just talked about it.
I. So she's your wife or she's youl girlfliend?
P. She is my wife now so.

P. Pletty soon we'Le getting mauied. Plobably next up coming January I guess.

Participant #5
P. Yeah I got a girlfi'iend naned
I. Okay. What's she like?
P. Cute, pletty, beautiful, nice.

P. (Name) makes it better.
I. Okay that's youl friend,
P. No that's my girlfiiend.

When asked what would make things better, some palticipants refelred

specifically to having a significant relationship and related this to obtaining a

rnole fulfilling life.

Participant #5
P. ..,....be happier, being engaged.

Participant #7
P. The most important things that I have lealned there is about uh how to
comrnunicate with people and how to start communicating with othel people that I
want them to be close to me and how to start a lelationship with a wornan.

Participant #9
P. I think um, ifl had a gillfiiend to uh, you know someone that I could talk to
you know. I talked to my brothel and he said that that could be the best thing for
solneone is to get a uh like he says you need a gillfiiend that would uh kind of
replace that loss and emptiness. And uh I kind ofagree with him because that's
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you know... After living with my mom for 25 years of my life, not being able to
say hi to her you klrow. So but I'rn opening a new chapter now...fot'who I an
now to where I am going next is going be uh, its going to be a change. And I think
that thele is uh a chance ofa lelationship in rny life so.

I. So that's impoltant to you to have that connection with somebody?

P. Yeah, very important.

P. Um, I had it when I was youngel abit of I guess a high school crush. It was uh,

a short peliod of time but during that time I made the best of what I had you
know. Um, I was on uh l was interested because I had uh for that um, for hel it
was like, I kind of had uh, kind of l guess I was putting all my motivation towards
making hel happy which was actually a lot offun because I like rnaking people
laugh and I love making uh seeing a smile on their face because it puts a smile on
my face.

Participant #10
P. . . ..1 would plobably like to uh have a nice big house where I could live and that
and raise my family and have a wife and kids. But that is going to take some time
to do and that so.

Some individuals additionally identified the goal ofobtaining a driver's

licence and othel things that would indicate independence and being successful

with an undellying theme of wanting to fit in socially.

Participant #10
P. .... rny dleam would be to uh would be to uh have my own house, have my
own vehicle, get rny drivels licence. . .,.

Participant #8
P, What do I wish for? Gettir-rg a license. Get a nice Chevy truck.

P. Oh, a tluck would be, you know what I think when I see a Chevy truck is the

tires and the power of the rrotor. And that's what people in (narne ofplace) have.

P. Yeah, that's what I see people dliving around in. Then I could get thele, get my
license.

Othel comrnunity resources were also noted as being significant suppoús

when dealing with certain issues involving sexuality, substance abuse and

convictions.
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Participant #1
L So are there any groups fi'om the community that helped you deal with the
sexuality end of it?
P. I've got that under contlol. There is this thing on (name ofstreet) there. The
(resource name), they like have information. And thele is pamphlets you can read,
and take a look at everyday pletty rnuch every day.

P. And I've attended alot of (name ofresource) meetings as well in the past and I
couldn't do it anymore. Ijust thought alcohol is not a ploblem for me so - I don't
drink as mucl'r as I used to in the past.

Participant #7
P. Well I have to go to school at uh, (name of lesoulce) paft time on Flidays fi'om
10 till 12. And I go to (name of resoulce) every Wednesday.

Thente4-Hontelife

The continuum of lesidential settings from childhood to present was

discussed. Negative effects associated with fi'equent moves as a child and

difficulty maintaining lelationships with people wele mentioned by participants.

Participant #6
P. Yeah, well I lived at (name of place) first then I moved in with (staff name) and
(staff name), moved to (stleet), moved to (stleet) up hele (pointing) same thing.

P. I r¡oved a lot ofplaces.

P. Never stopped.

Participant #7
P. I was only born in (name of place). I was originally fi'om (name of town), a
place called (name of town).

P, They moved around eh, like they moved around fiom leserve to reselve.

Participant #8
P. I'm a little lost. I'm not eveu sule exactly. Like I rnoved to different places.like
(name of street) and then I moved to (stleet name) hele.

P. I keep rnoving like to uh 4 places ol so in the past.
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Participant #10
P. . . .. And uh, Child and Farnily Services they said well we are going to have to
find a place fol you and that. They did theit best and uh they tlied to uh, it was
like I was going through that issue and that and I didn't understand why I was

doing that and that. And uh theyjust kept moving me because I really wasn't
happy and that.

P. I was ages fi'om 5 to uh, uh, 10.

P. Yeah, I got into (agency narne). And uh they uh put me in (name of place) like
Child and Farnily Selvices.

P. Uh, I lived in that kind of setting for almost 2 yeat's. When I went there it was
pletty hald and that. At fir'st I didn't know what it was called i mean the agency
and that and uh I just thought 'man what am I going to do with rny life'? Then I
started getting older and that.
P. I didn't really get to know tnuch of my fi'iends at all. And uh, I was uh just
being moved and that.

Supports fiour staff and formal cate facilities such as toom and board

settings ol apartment living wele noted.

Participant #5
P. I live alone.

L Do people corne in and help you with banking and othel stuffor do you do that
all on your own?
P,I have a support worker that helps me out.

P. Grocery shopping, go to the bank and have supper'.

Participant #8
P. Some ofthese places welen't good fol rne like the (narne ofplace) is kind
of. . . .. people drink.

P. And stuff like that. I didn't like it thele.

P, . ..That was not the light place.

P. It was tenible.

Participant #10
P. . . ..Income Assistance pays for the room and board,
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P. And I only got a certain amount ofmoney and that.
I. Did you have to make your own like rneals there ol wele they plovided or?
P. They wele plovided, Yeah they wele provided.

Alternative residential settings such as foster care, gloup home settings

wele identified as placements for 8 out of 10 participants with varying

experiences on whether these options were ofbenefrt. Positive experiences were

listed as follows.

Participant #1
L And with your foster family- you felt safe?

P. Yes they took me in right away when they heald about the abuse about me fi'om
my dad.

P. Since I was 2 years old. They took me in when I was 2 years old.
I. So you've lived with them on and offor..?
P. For my whole life when I was a little kid. I was still with them when I was 13

when I left. I left thern.

Participant #3
I. Ok, how long have you lived there with your fostet parents?

P. Ur¡ it would be 2-3 months.
P, He works for uh, he said he works for (agency name).

Participant #4
P. Actually I was in at 14. I was glowing up in uh, what do you call it? What
is. ....I can't rernember the name.

P. It was like a foster palent's place and they look after you ifyou are going to
school.

L So how long did you live at that place?

P. Oh like 3 or' 4 months alound.

Struggles within the various living arrangements wele noted as was loss of

contact with previous care-providers. Ability to identiS specific tine frames

lelated to the past seemed difficult for some individuals especially when the

pelson had experienced frequent moves.
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Participant #3
P. Sometimes, sometimes someone breaking rny stuff like that, bleak my stuff.
I. Bleaking your stuff?
P. Like I'm not sule I don't klow.

Participant #6
L How long have you lived with (agency name)?

P. Uh, geeze a long tirne, like 4 or 5 years something like that. I am not sure I
never keep tlack but it's alound thete.

P. Yeah. I live with (name) and (name) who were foster parents a long, long time
ago.

I. Okay, how old wele you when that happened?
P. Oh.,.foulteen? I'm not sure, around then alound 14.

P. Yeah but then I moved fi'orn (narne) and (narne) out, tirne to change and then I
moved to this place.

I. Are you still in touch with all these people that you used to live with?
P. I used to be but not no more. (narne) and (narne) moved out and nobody lives
there no more, well different people.

Participant #7
P. Well, half and half. Foster holne and family members.

P. Well I did keep in contact with thern after I left the fostel homes but I lost
contact with them after.

L Did you evel feel in those foster homes like it was family ol how did that feel
fol you?
P. Well it felt uh, i felt lots ofum loueliness and I felt lots ofanger.

Participant #8
P. Uh, yeah wait a tninute. Thele was a foster home when I tutned l8 but then
already I was feeling the illness.

P. Yes, but also I was in a fostel home fol2 months but I walked away fiom there,

I was going tluough sorne plobletns there.

Participant #10
P. No the fostel farnilies, I didn't keep in touch with them.
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Living within the biological farnily setting into adulthood was mentioned

by a few participants as the plimary lesidential placement prior to their fir'st move

into the systern ol living independently.

Participant #3
P. Uh, I lived with my palents befole.

Participant #5
I. Always with your morn and dad?
P. Just with rly mom and dad.

Independent living situations wele discussed and highlighted in terms of

difficulty rnanaging money and developing the requisite skill set that is needed to

successfully reside without supporl. Factors such as lirnited financial lesources

fi'orn Ernployment and Income Assistance and the inability to rely on family

membels dilectly impacted on realizing the full potential of independent living.

Participant #1
I. Fol how long have you been living by yourself?
P. For ah¡ost... 6-7 rnonths now.
I. Do you like it?
P.Um, so so. Yeah - sometimes, it's kind of hard but hey.

Participant #4
P. ...I was living on my own.

P. I was doing money, banking and all this.

P. Probably an apaltnlent is bettel these days.

P. Well, the heat goes up pletty high, goes down but then it goes up again.

Participant #9
P. I do it all pletty much on my own yeah.

L So no one comes in to take you shopping ol help...
P. Uh just rne, no.



Participant #10
P. Those settings were like an apartrnent where I
own. And I got to do things on rny own and that.
It was a lot fun.
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got to live independently on my
I enjoyed it a lot, yeah so, yeah.

P. Um, um, I would like rnore, uh mote, abit mole money because like the way
Income Assistance is paying me and othel people these days, it is not enough to
live independently on youl own. And I feel like I've been getting ripped offand I
feel like man, I don't get enough rnoney, i don't have enough clothes or enough
food and that. Like I told my worker, I said, look if you want me to try, I simply
told him, I want to move independently on my own where I can do rny own things.
But ifyou are giving rne this amount ofmoney, I am going to get up and leave and
that would be the end of it.

Thetne 5 - Assistance ft'on1 OpporluniÍies.for hdependence IncorporaÍed

The range ofsetvices that OFII offers legalding intensity ofcontact,

reason fol leferral, r'esidential selvices, treatment programs, work expelience/day

ploglam services, social oppoltunities and general suppol't that the agency

provides were chlonicled.

Flequency ofcontact and extent ofpresent OFII involvernent was

discussed by rnarry participants,

Participant #1
P. Uh, not that often. I just go when i'n up for it.

P. Um, pretty much Opportunities, utn is basically there when I need it.

P. If I lrave a ploblem l have workels 2417 bul fhey only work with me in
rnornings from eight to four. IfI have a...Thele is client cell phones that I can
phone and ifI have an emergency, I can contact trry suppott workers.

P. Wednesdays, it is called solve ol resolve or sotnething like that, I don't know. It
is sorne gloup that you get together and you go out Wednesday and talk about our
issues.

Participant #2
I.. . . .do you still dlop in there?
P. A bit. Yeah, every now and then.
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P. For' 6- 6 years.

Participant #3
P. ....fol Opportur-rities for'2 yeals now. No, no almost 2 yeals.

Participant #5
I. Um, when did you stalt going to Opportunities?
P. Yeals ago, a long time.

Reason for starting involvement with OFII was expressed in relation to the

question how and/or why did involvement begin with the agency and ranged from

plobation olders after release fi'om prison to refelrals fi'om other commuuity

sewices.

Participant #1
P. So... I've been in jail for a year', then Oppoltunities got me out.

Participant #4
P. I think my lawyer told me to go there for' 1 year anyways so.

P. He said, hey it's only 1 year anyway and then you are done so. That plobation
was done a long tirne ago,

P. No Ijust check in fol a bit.

Participant #6
I. .. . Did someone tell you to contact them or?
P. Well, (name) and (name) and different people because I needed a lot ofhelp.

Participant #7
P. Cause they told rne that place would help tne integrate myself back into the
cornmunity.

P. .... I usually talk to somebody about it. Like maybe a staff member or maybe
my sponsol', or maybe one of clients. Make a day of where can I go. Get an idea of
where I can go maybe to get ajob or to go hang alound or talk to people.

P. Positive people.

Participant #8
P, Uh because I was uh, I had a ploblem with sexual agglession of women.
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P. And that's why I went there because my P,O. at that time said, I can't
lemember her name but she is my palole officer. Yeah she suggested it.

Participant #9
P. ..... I know aftelwalds they had talked about that I would have to get admitted
to some kind of um, program that I would see it differently I was thinking that
stuff to get back on life.

P. Well that was simply after the uh, aftel I got out of prison and that.

P. Lot of it was uh one on one sessions with uh teachers and uh therapists.

Residential services and suppotts offered within the OFII tleatment hones

wele described.

Participant #4
P. Uh, Oppoltunities.

P. In a gloup home.
I. Okay, how long have you lived there?
P. Urn like I'd say like 8 years now.

P. We share the I guess the what do you call it the vacuuming and washing and

like taking cale of the house.

Participant #7
P. Well I live with the, the (narne of street) with 2 other clieffs that are

participating in the program.
I. Okay so it's an Opportunities gloup home ol residence?
P. Residence, yeah.

P. Since uh, coming up to uh, pretty close to 2 years now.

Participant #8
P. Urn living with a house on (stleet name), like a tteatmeut house.

I. Oh okay, through Opporlunities?
P. Yeah.

P. Uh, it's been 16 months or so. And like uh, when I tnoved in thete, I am

lealning how to do things like cook.

P. It's clean and I like it better.
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P. Like the staff are saying I am doing really well for a lot ofthings. Like uh, they
say that who knows in a couple of months I move out to my own apaltment and
get a roommate or sornething,

Participant #10
P... . . ..And then after (agency narne) I went into uh, I moved into Opportunities.

P. Uni, I was about mayb e 24,24 yeats old.

P. Well Opportunities was uh how the judge said you need to go and that is when
Opportunities carne into the picture.

P. And that's when I started with the agency and that and they said '(pafiicipant
name), do you want to live at Opportunities and I said, what is Opportunities and

they kind ofexplained. They kind of told me about and then I had to sign some
papels to release and that. And so Opportunities took rne in.

P. I arn not sure, it would have been uh, 2004 I think that I started with them.

Assistance from OFII staffto fil1d and secure altetnate residential options

was also highlighted.

Participant #10
P. Probably a different place.

I. Okay. Any ideas of where that's going to be?

P. That I don't know.
I. So who will help you with that, like to figule that out?
P. Oppoltunities.

P. And tliey put me there because they don't think that I'd be able to do that yet.

But I've been, I've been trying to, I've been wanting to go back to school and that
but it's hard. It's very hard for me to understand how much to get out of the bank.

How much you need for such and such and whatevel stuffyou want. And i have

to learn to budget sometirnes.

P. Like I can't remember whe|e I got to go with that, I just go spend it. And that's
that, the cheque is there and I go spend it. But no\ they do a budget with rne and

they make sure I got the basics.

Benefits oftreatnlent such as individual counseling and group programs

including CARP (Community Altelnative Re-entry Progratn) which is specifìcally

dilected to change thouglrts and behaviour that pelpetuates sexual offending
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behaviour', anger management, arrd social skills training that OFII offers were

weighed.

Participant #1
P. Taken groups fol that. Yeah, anger managernent helped alot.
I. . . ..Do you have individuat couuseliug for that stuff too?
P.Iusedto..'WIretrIfirststartedhernamewaS-.

P. So I stopped going to treatment it was about two summers ago.

P. Yeah, I used to go to alot ofgroups. Like Mondays would be CARP, they had

that every Monday night.

P. It's a group that they get together, talk about issues, problems like in the

community, pletty much. And then Wednesday there is problem solving where it
used to be Thursdays. Problem solving isjust basically talking about ploblems
within the gloup. So I used to be in that but I pletty much just said... Let's say I
retiled fi'om that gloup.

Participant #2
P. .... mostly just talk to the groups there.

L , , . .What are the rnost valuable things you've learnt thele?
P. To lealn how to keep rny job.

P. Like have a good attitude.

P. To behave myself and not to lose my temper.
I. Okay. So like angel rnanagernent kind ofthing?
P. Yeah.

Participant #3
P. I go to Opportunities Monday to Friday.

P. Like uh, reading and writing.

i. And then do you go on work experiences or any.thing like that?

P. No not yet, no.

Participant #4
L ........... Have you evel taken palt in like anger management and stuff?
P. Well, no. Only on Thulsdays that's about 3 or'4.

P. Ifthere is a group in I'll probably stay at wotk (laughing).
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Participant #6
P. I used to go to CARP I finished CARP a long tirne ago.

P. Where you talk about thiugs like different thirrgs, that was a long tirne ago. And
so i go there.

Participant #7
P. Yeah I corne everyday, 5 days a week.

Participant #8
P, Opportunities is better. Oh yeah, way better. Yeah, I hope so (laughing).

P. . . . ..But I've gone to another program there uh, let's see what's it called, about
uh wherr people have difficulty in life. Like losing something.

P. . . ..not grief but where staff help people lealn how to act in public, like
behaviour'.
I. Oh okay. Like social skills?
P. Yeah that's the one I was thinking of, yeah.

I. And did you find that helptul?
P. Oh yeah, it has, oh yeah.

Participant #10
P. Uh, sometimes Monday to Friday yeah.

I. Urn, did you participate in education type classes thele?
P. Yeah I would attend classes there with (name).

Palticipants were asked what the most impofiant things wele that they had

learned at OFII. Responses included lealning specific skills, having incleased

social opportunities, and incleased safety fol others and self.

Participant #3
P. Uh like sometirnes like trying diffelent activities and stuff.

P. No like someday I go for coffee, some day, movies.

P. Like sometimes we go for uh like a group, there is group too.

L Like night time stuffyou do ol youjust go duling the day?

P. Just during the day.
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Participant #8
P. That I'm safe, that I have a house, a loofover my head and food to eat and
suppofi.
You know that is worth a lot to me you know.

Participant #10
P. What helps me the lnost is that, um, my workels, my wot'kers at Opportunities.
They help me a lot. Uh, sometimes I try to uh, sometimes I have questions about
life, about rny goals and rny dreams and that and they t1y to help me understand

that 'þarticipant name), you are going to be, you are going to be amazing
someday, you're incredible. You could have all this money and that. Just keep

dleaming about it and it will corrre true.'

Assistance offered to find and secure employment opportunities was

identified as an important, valued selvice by five participants.

Participant #2
L Did Opportunities help you get ajob?
P. Yeah, last tirne rny workers got me a job at (name of place).

P. To learn how to keep niyjob.
I. Like?
P. Like have a good attitude.

Participant #6
I. What are the most irnpoltant things you think you have leamed there?

P. Uh well...working jobs and make money, that's the first thing.

P. No like I can't on Fliday because thete is no staff to take me, only Monday to
Thursday.
I. Oh okay, so you would plefet to be wolking five days a week?
P. Yeah, yeah. Fliday is always movie day.

Participant #8
P. Yeah, I worked at this place thlough Opportunities. Like I've been working at
(name ofplace) and I wolk for (name ofplace).

Half of the individuals rnade reference to the inherent social opportunities

and leisure/recreational options that OFII fosters including activities, outings, and

general social opporlunities.
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Participant #3
I. Where clo you and youl friends hang out?
P. Uh not too much, they hang out at the day proglam ones.

Participant #4
P. You go out fol breakfast. Uh play pool ol you could play pool, see a movie
with all the guys.

Participant #6
P. Well I got one, I got lots of friends.
I. So are they frorn Oppoltunities these friends or other places too?
P. Oh yeah.

P. Sometime we go on outings like movies and different things. Lots of things in
the summer time.

P. In the wintel time we don't do that. Take the bus ol dlive you know.

I.........whatisyourmostfavoritepart, like what keeps you going there, what do
you like the most?
P. I play pool.

P. Yeah, play tens (cald game) lots.
I. It looks like it is a fun busy place to hang out.
P. Oh yeah! It's busy, big tirne.

Participant #7
P. Yeah, we usually go fol coffees on uh Monday molnings and Thulsday
molnings we usually go fol bleakfast.

P. Yeah and between those times we usually decide if we are going to go uh some
place else to go and participate in these uh other activities in the city or
community,

P. Yeah rny day looks like it is going to be good with a couple of cald games

ahead.

Participant #10
P. Yeah, i got a lot offliends like at Opportunities and uh like they are very good
to nre, very nice. They really like talking about the issues. Sometimes they joke
around and they uh tell stolies about themselves and how they want to be
independent and on their own. I kind of like that they talk about those things
because it nakes me feel like maybe I should try that like be mole responsible or.

P. It's like a gloup yeah. It is a good tearn effort thele yeah.
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Assistance fiorn direct staff, therapists and management when

experiencing difficulties by having a venue to communicate was noted by 6

parlicipants. Emotional support in a non-judgmental manner was identified as

impoltant,

Participant #4
I. So who would you say ale your biggest suppoltels like who do you turn to when
you are having trouble?
P. Uh probably uh (name).

P. Yeah or' (narne)or somebody at the Oppoltunities house.

P. It is a good thing anyway.

P. It's more better to keep talking to each othel about it and so and so.

Participant #5
P. Uh, well I see (name) tonight, this afternoon actually and then we might go out
for coffee.

L Okay, what helps you the most right now?
P. Urn, my support wolker' (name), a guy fiom Opportunities. . . ...

Participant #6
P. Well people help rne like you and a lot of people.

P. Oh yeah, like (narne), (name), everybody.

P. Tluough different things like get ajob, that's good you know. Like my
allowance a long time ago.

Participant #7
P. Definitely yeah, a point person to talk to and pass on information to other
members that ale working and it helps rne too. Like if I have a problem, now or if
I have a problern in the futule I can talk to someone right away and I can rnake the
best of it so it doesn't bothel me ol anybody else in the future.

Participant #10
P. Well, I've learned that that they are very nice. They are supportive, uh their
clients ale learning things. Like I've learned a lot about life and that and i an also
learning that ifyou have a problem that you call go there and talk about it and not
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be afraid or scared ol upset. And they undelstand how you learn and that the very
nice thing about it,

P. . . ..but at Opportunities there if you are having a bad day they understand.
They'll ask you what's going on, you know, they'll tly to help you out there and

that. They ale not there to judge you and that and they are not there to judge

arrybody else either'.

P. They'r'e thele to help you along in life.

P. Good suppolt.

Thenrc 6 - ProductivilTt

A larger theme ofproductivity including childhood school experiences,

adult education, day program and employrnent experiences were discussed by all

10 participants, School experiences as a child and adolescent were repofted to

have both positive and negative consequences for individuals when asked what

school was like,

Partieipant #1
P. Uh school? i liked it actually it was pletty good flom nursely to grade 9 - I
actually made it which was amazing fi'om nursery to grade 9,

I. Why is that?
P. Because I nevel thought that I'd make it all.

P. Especially for like a young kid like me. When I was srnall I couldn't... I thought
I don't think I'll be able to handle school.

P. I was an ovelall excellent student, I was one of the best ones.

Participant #2
P. Ughh (rolled eyes).

I. Did you enjoy it or?
P. No- sornetimes I do, sometimes I don't.

Participant #3
P. I went to high school but I got kicked out ofthere.

P. Yeah, I like school.
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Participant #4
P. Well a little bit frustrating (laughing).

P. Glade 8. I was supposed to finish my grade 9, 10, i 1, 12, so.

Participant #5
P. It was kind of difficult.

P. I was in a special class.

L So did you go all the way though or fol how long were you in school?

P. Until grade hve.

P. I never went back to school.
I. ., . How old were you when you wele done school then?
P. Oh, rnaybe I was fifteen. Teens.

I. , . . .did you ever feel like people were picking on you or stufl like that?
P. Yeah, in school yeah.

P. The way I looked, the way I talked,

Participant #6
P. Oh, it was gleat!

P. Yeah, not too bad. I liked going to school.

P. I got alot offriends in school.
I. Good. What was your favorite topic in school?
P. Uh...recess, go outside.

Participant #7
P. It was pretty good. I kept up my grades and sometimes I would get myself into
a little tlouble here and there and so on. I was into sports.

P. Yeah, well I leally loved it yeah, yeah. The only thing I didn't like about it was
getting up eally in the morning. (laughing)

Participant #8
P. Well school I wasn't vety well eh. Like uh I was doing okay until grade 5. At
least I finished that. I wanted to go longer to school but dad took us out ofschool
to work.
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Participant #9
P. Uh, it was tough. Uh, I would say that uh, uh, I was different from everyone,
you know. While growing up I was bugged a lot you know. I was kind of the
centre ofteasing, you know, teased a lot when I was younger'.

Participant #10
P. It was uh going easy and then after that it was going hardel and then I went to
that school and that and then I had a hard time. I couldn't stay in school and I was
more slower than the othel kids.

P. Yeah in a legular classloom. Yeah, I didn't learn that quick. Like, like it was
hard from me so Ijust thought, I got to try my best.

P. ......some gills wele bugging me at the school and they said stuff and I was
getting very upset and I felt like I was getting uh, no one cared about me, no one
noticed and I just about turned the knife on rne.

P. Yeah, and I thought oh man. And I went down to the cafeteria that time and I
brought the knife with rne and the gills were there again and I made a sign that I
was going to kill thern and stuffand they took that as an offensive act.

Continuing education as an adult was discussed as an ilnportant aspect

however at times difficult for individuals.

Participant #1
P. Yeah I get tired at the end ofthe day after school.

P. So I don't drink as much because school gets in the way. (Laughing)

P. If something could change? Um, well hrst thirrg - is if I uh- well schooling will
plobably be one thing right now.

P. Schooling. In the near'futule, finding a job.

Participant #7
P. Yeah, well I am wolking on going into a little highel grade like uh, I want to
take my GED.

Participant #8
P. Now, it's uh I do a lot of wliting and leading and stuff with books. Lealning
how to wlite. I've been studying a lot. Those books that ale not too big words. I
cau pronounce all the stuff.
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Participant #10
P. And uh she got me into a program like adult ed and that and uh, she said 'why
don't you try out different schools and that' and I said I don't k¡ow if I could
cause I dropped out at grade 1l at (name) High School because ofthings and that.
And um, Ijust didn't go to school fol almost 2 yeals and that.

P. And I didn't like, it didn't give rne very much options. I had rnaybe 3 options,
like rnaybe get ajob or start my own business or go to school.

P. And she told me that I should go to adult ed aud get registered and that. And
aftel that the next day, or maybe a couple ofdays later', I uh folgot to go do the
project and that at the adult ed and uh they said 'þarticipant narne) you're not
doing the right things. You are not showing up on time. You're not responsible
and not doing things and that'. And I said I'm sony but I got a lot ofthings on my
mind and I got issues and things like that. And Ijust decided no, I'rn not going to
do adult ed, I am just gonna start my business up and start working and that at

maybe a job or something.

Feelingjudged by othels based on past offences which took place in

school was also identified as a barrier to returning to school as an adult.

Participant #10
P. ... Or I rnight bejudged again and get hurt feelings by these people and that's
the very scary paft ofthat of trying to go back to school and get rny grade 12.

Cause also I was irr the newspaper when i tlueatened those girls. I was in the paper
and that so I don't feel confident enough to go back to school. I feel like I am
going to bejudged on that.

Daily activities related to day ploglam and vocational pursuits to improve

upon their financial situation and subsequent bauiers were discussed when asked

what occupies their time duling the day.

Parficipant #2
P. .....to work there.

P. To do my, add to rny days. Like uh, Wednesday and Thulsdays that's about it to
make a full week.
I. Oh okay so you'd have 2 jobs?

P. (Nodding) Just to make more extra money.

Participant #4
I. What helps you the most light now in your life you think?
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P. Probably wolking is good. I like taking out garbage like for school, wash the
floors and all that, wash the windows.
I. So it sounds like you like to keep yourselfbusy.
P. Yeah, um-hum.

P. I guess more wolk or cheques like a little bit mole because we are supposed to
get a Christmas bonus this week and uh... that's what I know.

Participant #5
P. Duling the day I go ovel thele (pointing towards his day plogtam) and then I go

back on Tuesday I see (name) and on Thursday I see (name) and on Wednesday I
see (narne).

Participant #6
P. Yeah I go to work. I've got 2 jobs. At a (narne of place) and with the (name of
place) down that way (pointing). I do flyers on Thursdays, clean, shovel snow.
And I work in the hotel, do cleaning inside and out.
I. So do you get paid fol that?
P. Yes!

P. Payday this week is today. I'm happy (laughing)!

P. Yeah, I got rny own bank card, rny own bank. There's always money in and
money out. (laughing)

L Ifyou could change something light now in your life, what would it be?

P. Go and get ajob by rnyself

Participant #7
P. The rnost difficult thing I face light now is getting ajob.

P. Yeah, plobably like uh I wouldn't mind getting ajob as ajanitol eh. Like at
diffelent places wherevel it is possible fol me to work. Like maybe a dishwasher
ol maybe cleaning up a general place.

Participant #8
P. Well it was pretty good. Uh, work was the big thing there on the farrn. There
was always sornething to do. And I helped dad and rny brother too. I helped with
pigs for 5 years. He was driving truck, a special tluck.

P. And I uh, made some money there too. . ..

P. Urn huh and also get a job that will, well sornething I can really do well nice
like cleaning and woodwolking.
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P. Well, palt time. Cause I am on medication. I have schizopluenia illness.

P. And for me, I can't do tenibly hard wolk like my body can't handle that.

Participant #9
P. Um, no I actually don't have ajob right now. I need to fìnd anotheljob.

P. Um, right now i'm kind oflooking because budgets are getting kind oftight.

Theme 7 - Societal and Syslemic Effecls

Lalger effects ofracisrn and disclirnination based on experiences while

living in Canada including Manitoba and Saskatchewan were reported. Racism

against nationality and culture was identified by three individuals as having a

major irnpact on their life as indicated below.

Participant #7
P. Like uh being from (name of town) and uh as I was glowing up hearing and

seeing these things on TV. But right now for the past 2 years, we've been through
hell.

P. Yeah, I guess I would plobably add something to this conversation that, you see

I have been stluggling with some stuffthat I uh. See I lived in a residential school
back in (name of town) way back eh.

P. And urn, see uh that's the thing that I have ever since this meeting came
thlough with the gover'runent about the people getting this compensation money
fiom what they went through and what the people, what we went tluough in the
past.

P, People getting, people sexually assaulted by these pl'iests or whatever and the
dignity that we Iost. Like uh. . . .

Participant #9
P. Um, a lot of racial stuff like color of my skin. That I wasn't ul-r you know the
typical child you know I wasn't uh, the pelfect color. It was a little depressing.

You know I would come home and I thought you know, I didn't think it would
ever get bettel so. But as I glew oldel I kind ofgrew out ofthat stage to more of
uh I want to be uh you know the pelfect looking person you know and uh.

P. Um, I would say general society that you know.... Nowadays we live in a
society that we need to lealn to hope and aglee with like we live in a comtnunity
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where there a lot ofracist things that ale leally uh striking hard on people. I mean
thele are guys who commit suicide because they feel that they are, they are raised

that they ale not the perfect ones and feel like they need to try to get out ofthe
wolld then I guess. And I feel sorry for those guys that they actually have
committed suicide. It is really tough on people who have to put up with it you
know.
P, . . ..maybe the ones that ale diffelent than me maybe they are, like they are, I
don't know I don't see that maybe that I grew up in a white neighborhood, I don't
really see rnyself as Native. Ijust see people fol who we are. I see evetyone the
same, you know, like human beings. I wish the wolld could be mole like that.

P, Yeah, I uh it hit me wherr I was about uh 18-19. I was leady, actually I had to
stalt looking good so I was trying to find diffelent ways that would make me look
bettel so.

Participant #10
P. Yeah, there was, at times I got picked on. I was picked on because I was Native
and that.

P. Urn, the difficult thing is, the difficult thing is uh, going to school. Going to
school is the most difficult thing. IfI go to school and thele is only white people
and thele is only 1 Native person in the school, I might think, oh I don't fit in with
this clowd.

Lack of ongoing, accessible cultulally relevant pl'ograms within Winnipeg

was also identified in relation to dealing with racisrn.

Participant #7
P. ....people ale coming out and talking about what we went tluough and it makes

it hald for othel people too, arrd it rnakes it pretty hard fol othel people to listen
to. It makes it pletty hard fol a pelson like me to find someone to talk to because I
can't.

P. And like it's very uh, like emotionally it hults and it hurts inside and so on.

I. Is there anyone at Oppoltunities that has a similar kind ofexpelience?
P. Not for that. No.

P. I've briefly talked to about it to an Aboriginal Native wotker but see she's
usually atound every second week ofthe month eh.

P. But it is hald for me to get a hold of her and sometimes she doesn't show
because ofthe dliving distance, eh.
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P. And see the other thing too is un, plus well it's rnostly lately that there is
people that talk to her in the commurlity but it makes it kind of hard for me to
locate them um, especially to look for a pelson to drive me around.

Other examples ofhow participants felt disadvantaged were in legalds to

sexuality, cognitive disability, and physical appearallce including clothing and

age, in addition to physical disability. Each ofthese individuals indilectly relayed

how they felt negatively singled out by others or the system

Participant #1
P. , . .. getting back to that people putting me down and everflhing, it had to do

with pretty much about my sexuality as well because I came out of the closet
when I was 14.

Participant #5
I. Why were they picking on you ol why did you feel like they were picking on
you?

P. The way I looked, the way I talked.

I. What is the most difficult thing happening fol you right now in youl life?
P. Urn, I get teased.

P. He calls me old uran all the tirne.

Participant #8
P. Well they were bugging me because I was a little bit slow. They kind of bugged

me.

P. And they kind ofgot out ofhand.
I. And this was when you wele in school ot' when you were?

P. Like I was at school but I was going to Sunday school at church.

P. And there, again, that's where it got started where they made fun of me. That's
not nice.

Participant #6
P. Oh yeah! (Name) always teasing me saying you stink ol different things you
know!
I. Was that as a kid or'?

P. No, right now. Like I don't like thatl
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P. I tell staffand stafftalk to hirn but he nevel listens. I don't know what to do but
I try to ignore hir¡ that's all.
I. How does that make you feel?
P. Not good. Why does he say that because I never do nothing wrong. I always
take a shower you know.

Participant #7
P. Sometimes it is pretty hard to find a pelson to take me because it's like they are

very irnpatient with me. They can't wait. They gotta go, go, go. And that's what,
and that's what gets me sornetirnes is when people tell me let's go, let's go, we
gotta go. And I can't, I can't walk that fast.

P. So I feel leally low like I can't do the things I used to do and it makes me angry
and I get angry at people because people don't look at me the way they used to
look at me before.

Participant #9
P. Um, I would say yeah because nowadays our society is all about you know
judging on basically what your position is like in the uh comrnunity that has so

much to do with it. A lot ofthem look down on you andjudge you for who you
are and what you look like and uh like ifyou don't have like a rnillion or evenjust
ajob it kind ofmakes it that rnuch harder for you to want to be looked at
diffelently. It kind of sucks in that sense ofthe way.

P. Uh, it was tough. Uh, I would say that uh, uh, I was diffelent frotn evetyone,
you know. While glowing up I was bugged a lot you know. I was kind of the
centre ofteasing, you know, teased a lot when I was younger.

Participant #10
P. .. .They'd call me names like toothpick uh, dandy long legs and that, I used to
get picked on a lot like that and I didn't like that too much.

Limited financial lesources due to living independently ol from reliance on

Employment and Income Assistance were identified by half of the palticipants as

significant bauiers which had a negative impact on their ability to visit farnily and

attend other activities. Cunent rates ofEIA in Manitoba are well below the rate

identified by Statistics Canada as "low income" 01'poverty. As well, the larger'

system appeals to be designed for those who require mole assistance with ongoing

suppolt staffdue to the significance oftheil intellectual disability aud does not
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consider the implications for those who are or could be residing independently

within the comrnunity.

Participant #2
P. I have to save money.

P. That's the most toughest part I have to pay my rent and all these things.

Participant #6
P. Sometirne I phone them because it is too much money to drive down thete.

Participant #8
I. . . . What do you think the rnost difficult thing is that you have in youl life right
now?
P. Uh that would be keeping up with smokes. Keeping up with uh spending
money mole wisely.

Participant #10
P. And I only got a ceftain amount of money and that.

P. . . ..I do think that like, I look at my sisters and that and I look at thern. They get
their houses, like they pay the rent and bills but I don't do that because I am a

slow person. Like I don't to rush things and that.... ..

P. Um, um, I would like rnore, uh more, abit more money because like the way
Income Assistance is paying rne and other people these days, it is not enough to
live independently on youl own. And I feel like I've been getting ripped offand I
feel like man, I don't get enough rnoney, I don't have enough clothes or enougl't

food and that. Like I told my worker, I said, look if you want tne to try, I simply
told hirn, I want to move independently on my own where I can do my own things.
But if you ale giving me this amount ofuoney, I am going to get up and leave and
that would be the end of it.

P. So, like I told him that I need mole money fol things and that cause the way I
arn getting rny cheques is just too low.

P. Yeah it is a stluggle to sulvive and it is like not easy.

Incalceration and negative feelings associated with these experiences wete

mentioned by 5 out of 10 participants. Limited treatment was highlighted by a

couple of individuals indicating a lack within the crirninal justice system fot'
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people who have intellectual disabilities and who sexually offend. Social

ecological theory rnay explain this relationship between envilorunent and personal

experience as reciprocal.

Participant #7
L ...Did you ever have to spend time in jail growing up or as an adult?
P. Pretty much yeah.

I. What was that like?
P. Tenible.

P. Well I spent uh a lot of time in fedetal prisons see. I spent time in provincial
and spent fol j uvenile delinquencies.

P. Since uh, the last time I went to jail was uh I got out in October the 15rl'of this
year.

P. And ever since that time I've been going in and out of incarcelation. I times I
went in and 8 times I carne back.

Participant #8
P. It wasn't good.

I. Ty'as there any treatment in jail?
P. Not leally when I went tlu'ough thele. The only program I went to there was for
assault ol something. But there was a program that some guys talked about it.

Participant #9
P. Urn, you klow what, it wasn't uh, like when I fir'st got in there it was scary
because I never was injail befole so the first tirne was the scaliest and uh.....

Participant #10
I. So you wele in jail for a year?
P. Yeah.
I. And what was that like?
P. It was like uh.. ..a scary thought, a scary thought.

Irr surnrnary, this chaptel highlighted the seven themes that emerged

during the process of content analysis. These themes were consistent across the

intelviews.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION

This study examined the experience of community Iife fol adults with

developmental disabilities who have been involved in sex offending behaviour.

The goal was to explore experiences involving family, friends, residential settings,

daily living and societal influences for this coholt. Participants' responses were

analyzed using content analysis.

Within the following section, thetnes in relatiou to the literature are

discussed. Additionally, potential lir¡itations ofthe resealch ploject are outlined.

Themes and Relation to the Literature

Theme 1-Taking care of self

Tll'oughout the litelature, an essential component ofpersonal insight in

ordel fol effective treatment to occur is identified. Moreover, individuals who are

involved in sexual offending continue to be considered high risk to re-offend if

this tequisite skill is not evident ot developed.

According to Timrns and Goreczny (2002), the extent of insight ol self-

contlol can be detelmined tll'ough examination of: (a) behavior befole, during,

and after the offense; (b) level of responsibility the pelson feels; (c) to whom the

person attributes the offense; (d) cognitive distortions used to justifl the offense;

and (e) if empathy is evident. Wheelel and Jenkins (2004) advocate that

intervention be directed to address denial, motivation to change, self esteem,

cognitive distortions, and empatþ development anongst other factors.

Within this theme, insiglrt was evident tluough individual statements that

highlighted the importance of keeping othels and thernselves safe by learning
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from theil past expeliences. These statetnents were offered in response to

questions relating to the general impact Opportunities for Independence Inc. has

on their lives. Grief, lemorse and irnplied feelings of embaüassmeùt for their

abuse history lelying on insight wele also expressed by tll ee parlicipants.

Davis (2002) and Ward, Trigler', and Pfeiffer (2001) additionally identifr

that one ofthe contributors to sexual offending involves low self-esteem.

Resiliency and the power ofbelieving in oneself while ploving youlselfto others

contlary to theil negative opinions was discussed by some participants. These

statements also highlighted how changes they have incorporated had positive

effects on selfpelception. Awareness of rnaintaining a lifestyle that refiains from

potential situations that may inclease risk was discussed.

A positive outlook when establishing futule plans was weighed by

parlicipants. Cochram (2005) r'epolts that a positive self-image is most itnportant

in predicting lowel le-offending lates along with community plograms who offer'

suppoltive therapy enrphasizing positive aspects ofthe irnposed sanction and the

individual's self-irnage.

Within the literature, mental health issues including arxiety and

depression ale considered to be potential contributot's to sex offending among

individuals with developmental disabilities (Parry & Lindsay, 2003). Mental

health and emotional issues were cited as balriers for some participants however

the importance of knowing how to work within those limitations was also

addlessed.
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Thente 2- Family Effects

Effects of family contact were highlighted within this theme. Hayes (1991)

reports the role of families is apparent tl, oughout the literature as having a

positive or negative impact on illegal sexual behavior among individuals with

intellectual disabilities. Chalactelistics that are significant within the parental

home include a combination of factors such as multiple family pathology, severe

marital disharmony, parental sepalation, violence, neglect, and poor contlol over

the child's behavior (Hayes, 1991). Within this study both positive and negative

aspects were highlighted.

Positive feelings ar-rd memolies as well as fi'equent contact with family

including extended membeLs such as glandparents, cousins, aunts and uncles were

described as being impoltant either: tlu'ough direct contact or phone calls. Family

tladitions arrd values wele also recounted by one individual as being irnportant.

Having farnily support duling difficult peliods was additionally highlighted by

sor¡e individuals as being ofvalue in theil lives.

Lindsay (2002) and Schilling and Schinke (1989) propose that many ofthe

first sexual experiences fol people with cognitive impaiunents involve rape or

molestation from farnily, care-plovidels, and/ol peers lesulting in the potentiality

of inapplopliate leaming based on theil own history of sexual victirnization.

In support ofthe literature, negative contact with farnily was a colnlnon

theme for many participants. The ability to Lemove and provide distance from

these situations was discussed as an impofiant stlategy to keep themselves safe.

However, ongoing contact with sorne family urembers was maintained.
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Incidentally, the 3 participants who lelayed family history ofalcohol abuse also

reported personal stluggles they each had at some point with substance abuse.

Davis (2002) and Vy'ald et al. (2001) highlight that another potential

contributor to conlmitting sex offenses may be a reduced ability to develop and

practice applopriate relationships. Isolation from family members either due to

leaving the family home during adolescence, being lemoved fiom the birth family

or', natural eflects of siblings moving away was rnentioned as being difficult for'

seven of the pafticipants. Despite this sepalation ol removal fi'om the family

system at formative ages, individuals managed to maintain contact with some of

the family members and deemed this lelationship important. Illness and death of

family members wele mentioned as significarrt huldles for half of the individuals

when relating to what was presently the rnost difficult thing fol them to cope with

overall.

Theme 3-Social Opportunilíes and Support Systents

Social skills have been highlighted within the literature as an alea that

requires development for people with cognitive disabilities who sexually offend.

Tudivel et al. (2000) and Hayes ( l99l ) found that individuals who have a

developmental disability are different frorn others convicted ofa sexual offense in

that they display significant amounts ofsocial skill deficits, ate sexually naïve,

and lack interpersonal skills leading to difficulties intelacting with the opposite

sex. The limited social support is cousistent with the literatute which highlights

the link between a lack ofsocial skills and secure attachlnent during childhood
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due to difficulties within the farnily and cognitive disabilities (Hinsbulger et al.,

1ee9).

Within this therne positive and negative inflr¡ences and lack of social

contacts were discussed. Positive experiences with friends were identified by

some ofthe pafticipants. Conversely, negative influences from peer gloups were

also highlighted by rnany individuals. An undellying issue of lirnited opportunities

to develop friendship and social lelationships due to fiequent relocations and a

general lack of conrmunity lesoulces for people with developrnental disabilities

became evident howevef was not dilectly addressed. Community resources that

wele noted as being significant for certain issues involving sexuality, substance

abuse and convictions were addressed.

Tudivel et al. (2000) and Hayes ( 1991) r'epoft that lack ofintelpersonal

skills can lead to difficulty interacting with the opposite sex which was

highlighted by the research palticipants within theil responses ofeither planning

on ol identifuing themselves as currently havirrg a significant relationship.

Hinsburger et al. (1999) suggest that genelally people with cognitive impaitments

have lirnited ol inapplopliate partnel selection when trying to fotm a sexual

relationship of any kind, inappropliate coultships when attempting to demonstrate

sexual intelest in another pelson, and lack ofsexual education aud information.

These findings ale relevant to this research as when asked what would

rnake life better, solne participants leferred specifically to having a significant

relationship underscoling a desire to have what other people in society expet'ience,
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Other examples ofperceived independence and being successful according to the

standalds of general society were identified.

Thente4-Hontelife

Hinsburgel et al. (1999) proposed that many individuals with disabilities

have resided in and continue to live in non-notmative settings. Contlibuting

factors ale inappropriate social behaviors learned within the lesidence. Hinsbulger

et al. (1999) advanced the term 'countelfeit deviance' which proposes sexual

offenses occur as a lesult of the structural envilonment in which the person lives.

As addressed within the litelature, reduced oppoltunity to develop and

practice applopliate relationships within the farnily or other social circumstances,

and limited independence and autonomy due to reduced privacy in gloup homes

ol institutional settings must be considered when developing treatment goals

(Davis, 2002; Wald, Trigler, & Pfeiffer, 2001).

Frequent moves as a child and soure ofthe negative effects associated with

difficulty in maintaining relationships with people wele mentioned by

parlicipants. According to Broxholme and Lindsay (2003), multi-user residences

can have a negative effect on residents due to little ol no applopliate partnels or

plivacy. These authors fur'ther suggest that segregated and restrictive

enviloru¡.ents may contribute to inappropliate sexual development and expression.

Alternative residential settings such as foster care and group home settings

wele identifred as lesidential placements for 8 out of 10 palticipants with varying

opinions of whether these options wele beneficial based on expeliences. Supports

fi'om staffand formal care situations such as toom and boald facilities or'
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apaltment living were also discussed. Diffrculties within various living

arrangements wele also noted as was loss ofcontact with cale-providers.

Cockram et al. (1998) found that ongoing paretrtal concetns regarding the

parliculal needs that people with cognitive impailments have, coupled with lack

ofappropriate custodial and intelention arrangements were addressed as issues.

Palents additionally stressed the importance of theil adult child being independent

however, limited applopriate suppott services tended to place ongoing stress upon

the farnily system. Potential evidence ofthis difficult decision making plocess

was exemplified when participants spoke of residing only with theil family

members priol to their initial move into the system ol living independently.

Independent living situations were discussed which additionally addlessed

some ofthe pelceived pre-r'equisite skill sets and bauiers when residing without

folrnal or familial support, The literature did not specifically lefer to issues of

irrdependent living.

Theme 5 - Assistance front Opportuníties for Independence Inc.

OFII's mission is to provide safe and appropliate re-integration into the

community. Hingsbulger et al. (1999) suggest that the measure ofsuccessful

intelvention is determined by a pelson gaining greatel access to the cotnmunity,

denonstlating and reportirig use oflelapse strategies while supervision is being

reduced, and remaining offense-free. hr addition, Tudiver et al. (2000) offer that

pliority for services should be after care, which includes the option to return to

individually tailored tleatment at any time, The range ofservices that OFII offers

regarding amount of contact, r'eason for refeual, residential options, treatment
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sessions, wo[k experience, day plogram services, social oppot'tunities and general

suppolt that the agency provides were cluonicled. Flequency ofcontact and extent

ofplesent OFII involverneff was discussed by many parlicipants.

Residential selvices and supports offered by OFII were discussed by some

participants including assistance with finding altelnate residential options. These

specialized treatment hones offer envilomnental adaptations and interventions

such as restrictions on community activities and reduced access to high-risk

situations, as lecornrnended within the literature by Schilling and Schinte (1989)

and Ward et al. (2001). Additionally, Baunbach (2002), Davis (2002), and

Stleissguth and Kanter' (1997) support envilomnental rnodifications and advocate

that twenty-four hour supervision, one-to-one monitoring with intense suppolts,

low client-to-staff latios, safety checks, and leduced access to high-risk situations

ale essential for ongoing individual and community safety.

Multi-dimensional and flexible approaches when providing a combination

of intelventions designed for sex offenders, with rnodifications to address the

needs and limitations ofadults with developrnental disabilities are requiled

(Baumbach,2002; Schilling & Schinke, 1989). Within the literature, goals of

intervention have been outlined as neediug to be consistent with those developed

fol individuals convicted ofsexual offenses in genelal, such as examining and

accepting responsibility fol behavior, leaming how to change conduct, developing

life-skills, and continuing to leceive comurunity-based intelvention and supporl.

Benefits of OFII treatrnent programs involving individual counseling,

CARP (Community Altelnative Re-entry Program) which is specifically designed
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to change offending behaviour, thlough anger lranagement and social skills

training were discussed by the participants. Participants reported that learning

specific skills, having increased social opportunities, safety fol others and self

and prograrns based on their individual strengths, needs, and pelceptions wet'e

arnong the most important experiences they had tluough OFII. Doyle (2004) is

consistent wit}r this frnding as he emphasizes that education in both offence-

specifìc and offence-r'elated ateas such as ploblem solving, anger management,

substance abuse, communicatiou, sexuality and legal issues be offered. Ward et al.

(2001) and Wheelel and Jenkins (2004) plopose that it is often uncleal whether

impulsivity, ploblems with judgment, aggtessive behavior, among a range of

inappropliate behaviols are associated with sex offending.

Throughout the literatule, it is advocated that longer'-term follow up, life

skills tlaining, and community ploglamming tailoled for the unique risks and

needs ofindividuals with disabilities be included in tleatment progtams

(Lambrick & Glaser,2004; Lindsay & Smith, 1998). Assistance offered by OFII

staffto find and secure employrnent oppoltunities was identified as a valued

selvice. Half of the individuals made refelence to the infolmal social

opportunities, leisure and recleational options that ale inherently fostered within

the OFII envilonment. This cotnponent is paramount when consideling that the

litelature highlights limited social oppoftunities overall.

In conclusion, Hingsburger et al. (1999) and Tudiver et al. (2000) outline

that the plirnary goals of intelvention are to minirnize risk to the community,

facilitate control ovel sexual irnpulses, develop appropliate social skills including
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sexual expression, reintegrate into the community and have a lifestyle that is as

independent as possible within the lirnits of the intellectual disability.

Additionally, within the literature Bickley and Beech (2003) and Wilcox (2004)

advocate that intelvention approaches should demonstrate respect, support,

confidence, emotional responsivity, self-disclosure, open-ended questioning,

flexibility, positive reinforcement and the use of l'rumor'. Some strategies are

reportedly more effectively utilized tiuough group participation, such as improved

perspective taking, coping skills, accepting lesponsibility and identifling futule

lisk and leducing denial and rninimization.

Assistance frorn OFII staff when experiencing difficulties by having a

venue to communicate was noted by over halfofthe participants. This finding

provides credence to the powel that emotional support in a non-judgmental

manner has on individuals.

Theme 6 - Productit ity

Al ovelarching theme of productivity which included childhood academic

experiences, adult education, day plogram and employment opportunities wele

discussed by all 10 participants. School expeliences during childhood and

adolescence wele repoúed to have both positive and negative eflects on

individuals.

Tudiver et al. (2000) and Hayes (1991) found that individuals with

developrnental disabilities ale different than regular sexual offenders as they have

greater chances of experiencing school rnaladjustnent. Consistent with this
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resealch, this study found that difficulties in school wele identified by 6 of l0

participants.

Boer, Dorward, Gauthiel and Watson (1995), Lindsay et al. (2004) and

Wald et al. (2001) suggest that ongoing support for educational and etnploylnent

opportunities are integral to holistic tleatnlent for pelsons who sexually offend.

Contirruing education as an adult was discussed as being important for some

individuals however at times difficult. Feeling judged by othels duling childhood

school experiences based ou past offences and race was also identified as a battier

to returning to an educational setting as an adult.

Daily activities and baniers related to day ploglams aud employment to

improve upon their financial situation were discussed in tesponse to beirrg asked

how they spend time during the day.

Thente 7 - Societal and Systentic Effects

Within the litelatule, undellying factors which perpetuate sexual offending

behaviour are related to societal prejudice for people with cognitive impairments

ale identified (Davis,2002; Vy'ald et al., 2001). Holland etal. (2002) suggest that a

global understanding of the complex biological, social, psychological and

envirorunental factols that rnay contlibute to offending behavior is important

when detelmining applopliate iffervention apptoaches and strategies.

The findings within this lesearch suppott the literature as significant

effects oflacism based on life experiences in thlee interviews were discussed.

Discrirnination against nationality and cultut'e was identified by these individuals
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as having a lasting impact on their life. Lack ofcultulally relevant programs was

also identified in relation to racism.

Timms and Goleczny (2002) highlight that emotional and behavioulal

diffrculties experienced as a result ofdisability could relate to sexual offending.

Broxhohne and Lindsay (2003) ploposed that inappropriate sexual development

and experiences are a result ofsocietal attitudes towalds disability. Examples of

how participants felt disadvantaged wet'e discussed in regards to sexuality,

cognitive disability, general appealance including clothing, age, and physical

disability. In addition, issues related to lirnited financial resources due to living

independently ol from systemic plactices such as fi'om Employnent and Income

Assistance were identified by half of the participants. Financial issues were not

discussed dilectly within the literatule.

Davis (2002) proposes that it is absolutely irnpelative for people who are

involved in sexual offending to be held accountable fol theil actions as these

mandated intelventions for individuals rnay provide the only opportunity to learn

about appropriate sexual behavior'. Thloughout the literature, cteative sentencing

options such as diversion programs are favoled to a prison sentence as those who

serve time in jail have a greatel chance ofre-offending due to a lack ofeffective

sexual education and related habilitative progralns rnodified for people with

intellectual disabilities.

Boer et al. (1995) highlight the need for alternative treattnent to addtess

specific issues that persons with developmental disabilities expelience due to

gleatel difficulty adjusting and being exploited within the prison system. In
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suppolt ofthe literatule, 5 out of 10 people intelviewed spoke oftheir experiences

within the criminal justice systern. Individuals exptessed genelally negative

feelings associated with incalceration while lack of treatment was highlighted by a

couple of individuals.

While this chaptel melged the litelature and results from this leseatch

ploject, there were some inconsistencies highlighting potential gaps within the

literature.

Hi ghlighted Diffelences

Within the litet'ature, individuals with an intellectual disability who are

convicted ofsexual offenses wele lepoÍed to be typically older than othet's who

are convicted ofsexual offenses (Lindsay et al.,2004). Most palticipants within

this ploject wele in their rnid to late 20s and 30s and had been involved with OFII

for a minimum of 2 years which is therefore inconsistent with the litelature.

Anothel majol ploposition put forwald by the literature was people with

developrnental disabilities typically have resided with ageing parents or have lived

in institutions which was not found to be the nortn for this lesearch coholt.

These discrepancies could be due to research focusing on the effects of

institutional caLe as the norm. Therefole the shift towalds community care within

the last three decades has not been accounted for'. As a result, this younger cohofi

who has always lived in the community has not been investigated or examined in

depth.

Information on living independently was vaguely presented as a viable

option within the literature. Instead, envilomnental controls and extelnal supports
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were proposed at length. Within this group, the data collected showed that living

independently was presently ol previously had been a reality fol halfofthe

participants. The disclepancy between the participants in this study and ptevious

data may be again lelated to a lack ofresearch that highlights issues of community

cale and people who have primarily resided within group home, foster care, and/ot'

parental settings.

The inclusion criteria of individuals with a bolderline to rnild

developmental disability may have exemplified the stlengths and skills that these

individuals possess instead of people with more significant impailments.

Additionally, proglams that ale developed specifically for this target gloup should

be assessed fol theil effectiveness in providing relevant education and treatment

which enables people to return to the comrnunity not only as safely but also as

independently as possible.

A major'finding within this scope of research was the significant impact

that families continue to have on individuals in both negative and positive aspects.

While the literatule does address families in a cursory mannel mostly dilected

towards providing negative explanations for deviant behaviour', positive aspects

that farnily rnembers can and do bring to an individual living with a

developmental disability has not been suitably considered. Again, the history of

institutional cale as the nolm may be a reason why the lesealch is not congluent

with the actual phenomena.

The considerable impact of racism and disct'imination were found to be

rnaj or baniers for sorne individuals withirr this ploject but not discussed at length
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within the literature. People of Aboriginal descent ale able to speak to the lasting

impact ofracisrn and have not been dilectly addlessed within the literature.

Disclimination towalds cognitive disability even amongst segregated groups has

not been researched extensively. The effects ofbullying and harassment ale long

lasting and may be a contlibuting factor to sex offending and warrants fut'thet'

investigation.

Finally, while independence is pl'ovided as an option within the literature

in telms of discussions involving assessment of lisk, competence and intewention

stlategies, infomration on fonnal adult education, employment aud financial

implications were not mentioned. Within this tesearch, palticipants acknowledged

the impact and impoftance that these three components have on the ability to live

as independently as possible within the comrnunity. Moreover, individuals who

reported positive childhood educational expeliences seemed to view continuing

education as an adult as à viable and plausible goal to pulsue to assist with

becorning more productive and independent.

Findings and Ecological Model

The human ecological model plovided a fi'amewotk to filtel thlough the

multiple layers that comprise each individual's life. White and Klein (2002)

plopose that "ecological theory sensitizes plactitioners and others to the multiple

levels and cornplex interactions between valious ecological units" (p. 224).

Within this lesearch, the micro-level supports which included the plimay

systems allowed for infolmation on the person's irnmediate sulroundings to be

discussed. The mesolevel system provided an opportunity to understand the
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interactions and significant relationships that the individual has had in his life.

External netwolks within the exo-system which encotnpassed educational,

ernployment and effective intervention strategies such as environmental

modifications and ploviding individuals with diLect habilitative skill tlainiug was

also examined, Questions relating to macro-level supports offeled an opportunity

to undelstand the complex social expelieuces including economic conditions,

disclirnination, and barliers that this coholt had expelienced. Banis et al. (1988)

fulther explained that a social ecological pelspective allows fol a pelson to

develop appropliate social behaviol by engaging in a purposeful manner within

his settings.

The second fiame ofreference that was useful in guiding this study was

cognitive theory which is the basis for cognitive behaviour thelapy. Eccles and

Winfield (2002) highlighted that promotion of self-regulation allows fol emphasis

to be placed on the impoltance ofdeveloping self-efficacy beliefs and attitudes

which regulates and changes problematic behavior inhelent to sexual offending.

Findings from this study exernpliff the complex, intertwined effects ofthe

individual and environment. Despite the commonality of being rnen with

bolderline to mild developmentally disabilities attending proglams at OFiI and

lesiding in the comrnunity, the data demonstlated that each person had different

life experiences which, to varying degt'ees, irnpacts on the ability to cope, succeed

or maintain their plesent lifestyle. The combination ofthese two theoretical

pelspectives offeled a foundation to explole the attitudes ofthe individual via

cognitive behavior apploaches while acknowledging the internal and external
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influences.

The following chapter offels a summary of this research project and

concludes with resealch, assessment, intewentiotr, and practice irnplications.
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CHAPTER VI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The pulpose of this research was to examine community life for people

with developmental disabilities who have been involved iu sexual offences.

Palticipants were asked to respond to questions lelating to personal demographics,

past and present residential settings, support from farnily and fliends, fonnal

educational experiences, services received flom Opportunities fol Independence

Incorporated and expeliences with the criminal justice system. Societal influence

in relation to discrimination based on disability, income, offense history and

curlent barriers and needs wele also discussed.

Individuals spoke of changing their lives in terms of acknowledging past

behavioul which had led to sex offences and identifring important strategies

lelating to emotional and mental health to lefrain fi'om re-offending while coping

with glief and remoLse. Participants additionally highlighted the lole of family and

fiiends in both negative and positive aspects, and importance ofthese suppot't

systems. Strategies to deal with loss ofcontact either ttu'ough citcumstance or

personal choice or how to disengage fi'orn people who negatively influence thetn

were discussed. The range of residential services that individuals had experienced

as either beneficial ol as having a detlirnental effect on people wele also

highlighted.

OFII's supports which include lesidential, day service, employment

opportunities, individual and group treatment to re-habilitate offending behaviour

and specific skill building related to angel'mallagenent and social skills were
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discussed. The importance ofhaving ernotional support at any given time was

viewed as a najor benefit ofcontinued association with the agency.

Productivity in terrns of childhood and adult education, day proglams and

work opportunities were leported in teu¡s of developing ol rnaintaining

independence in the comrnunity. Finally, societal and systemic effects ofracial

discrimination, plejudice against disability and limited finances due to systemic

issues wete discussed at length and identified as having a significant impact on

individuals.

In order fol the researcher to gain a holistic petspective on the participants'

lives, a social ecological approach was used to frame the interviews. This theory

proved useful as all aspects that have an impact on a person could be considered.

Totality ofthe envilonment and factols that mold personal expetience were

analyzed by reviewing the t'uicro, meso, exo-system atrd tnacro-levels. Cognitive

theory was also considered as it is consistent with the intervention stt'ategies

targeted towalds the individual. The combination ofthese two models can be

applied to identiff strategies that are inclusive ofinternal vs. external locus of

control.

Implications

Through discussions with the individuals and data collected from this

research project, thele are research, assessment, intelvention and practice

implications.
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Research Implications

In genelal there was a great deal ofconsistency between the lesults ofthe

study and the litelature. After leviewing the data collected in combination with the

litelature, there ale some notable discrepancies between the bodies of information.

Within this research project, family including extended ntentbeLs was

highlighted as being highly significant for individuals with developmental

disabilities. The influence of farnily was not addressed in depth within the

literature. Instead, focus on people who were typically laised within institutions or

non¡ronnative settings was the standard. Futule research should include the lole

ofthe family in terms ofupbringing, culture, abuse history, and ongoing support

as this deserves attention based on respouses of the lesearch participants.

To account for the change within the lalgel system of de-

institutionalization and mole integrative cotnmunity environments, resealch will

need to focus on this youngel cohort. The vast diffelence in genelal life

experiences fol younger individuals as compared to those who resided within

institutions ol attended segregated school systems need to be consideled in

upcoming research.

Additionally, the large impact that education has on people with cognitive

disabilities was rrot addressed. Data collected showed negative school expeliences

whethel in a seglegated or integlated environment can yield negative effects on

self- esteem as seen within leports offeeling "picked on" or "singled out" as a

child. The goal ofcontinuing education as an adult to inclease employtneut
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oppoltunities and finances to improve upon quality of life when lesiding

independently in the comrnunity must also be addressed in future research.

The significant lole of ernployment was not discussed within the litelature

review. However, employment should be consideled in futute lesearch, based on

the overwhelming responses of how impofiaut paid wolk and productivity was for'

these palticipants. Last, cultural considerations especially fol Aboriginal service

users deselves further recognition especially when considering that in Canada this

group ofpeople are reported to be convicted of crimes at a higher rate than the

general public.

A s s es s tne n t Inrpl ica Í ion s

As addressed within the literatule leview, assessments specifically

designed fol adults with developmental disabilities who sexually offend are

lirnited and have not been extensively researched to ensule validity or reliability.

Tlansferability ofassessment procedures that ate employed with mainstteam sex

offenders has not been established.

Within tliis resealch, the value of tracking ploglam, work and educational

program attendance would appear to be a valid indicator of commitment to

treatrnent. Dynanric pledictors fol risk ofre-offending such as aggression, alcohol

use, and anxiety were higlilighted as issues that sotne individuals struggle with

presently ol in the past. These findings should be considered for future t'esearch

when developing assessments specihcally designed fol this population.
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In t erve nt i on Intp lic ctl í o n s

Intelvention specifìc to the individuals who participated in this research

fol the most part are encompassed within the Opportunities fol Independence Inc.

treatment programs. Areas whele additional community plogLams are accessed

include substance abuse treatment, sanre-sex infolmational resoulces, fot'rnal adult

education training, and Aboliginal teachings and counseling.

While it can be argued that assimilation in the larger comrnunity and

broadening social opportunities for all people should be considered, alternate

resources that are not designed for the needs ofau adult with a developtnental

disability rnay not be as effective. Multiple intelligence strategies as suggested

within the literatule that OFII uses to ensule cotnprehension of intervention

matelials, should also be extended to other treatment resources within the

community.

P racl ice Intplications

Programs that acknowledge diffelences and similarities between cultures,

consider effects of second languages, and the significance of racism especially for'

Filst Nations people ale required.

Second, the lasting impact of bullying or feeling singled out was

highlighted within the lesearch. These childhood experiences rnay extend to

adulthood within community programs and residences. Policies that effectively

deal with bullying and harassment ale requiled at every level especially with

integlation as the guiding plinciple, Within educational plograms this is especially
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important as thele appears to be a cottelation between positive childhood school

experiences and furtheling adult education.

Third, furthel to the inclusion plinciple, sexual education within schools

will need to be extended to and adapted fol those living wíth a cognitive

disability. Based on the notion of counterfeit deviance, social skill development

coupled with sex education is the key to ensure that sex offending behavioul is

prevented.

Fourth, as noted throughout the lesearch, social and lecreational

oppoltunities are lirnited fol people with intellectual disabilities within the

cornmunity. Funding to suppolt structured ptograms to Ineet this underlying need

for social contact is lequired to plovide oppor-tunities that could supporl people in

developing and practicing skills in a natural envilonment.

Fifth, employment is a goal fol rnany participants as it relates to increased

finances and consequently more independence. Iu ordet to maintain safety for the

genelal community while offering employtnent oppottunities, individual specific

work sites must be developed and supported by agencies and employels,

Specialized services that offel supported etnployment such asjob coaches and

developers may be warranted to meet the wants and needs ofindividuals with

developmental disabilities who sexually offend.

Sixth, systemic issues such as lirnited financial resources provided by

Employment and hcome Assistance should be teviewed with respect to costs of

independent ol supported living. Current standards that limit an individual's

ability to earn more than a minimum amount of money without being penalized
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also needs to be leconsidered to suppoft the goals of individuals who want and are

able to work but may not be able to manage full titne employment.

A final recommendation with a potentially signifrcant outcon'ìe would be

to involve farnily within treatrnent plans especially ifcontact is regalded as

positive even if the individual is not residing in the family home. Counseling to

re-uniff or deal with undellying negative influences ofthe family should be

weighed especially since the resealch participants relayed the lasting irnpact that

these experiences have had on their emotional well-being.

Conclusion

Within this research, a better understanding of the life expet'iences of men

with a developmental disability who sexually offend was gained. The perspective

ofconsidering a continuum of life experiences florn child to adulthood was of

great value.

Lindsay (2002), Lindsay et al. (2004), Lindsay and Smith (i998), and

Ward et al. (2001) highlight the undellying need to treat and ensute decreased risk

fol everyone while assessing risk fol sex offenders with cognitive impairments.

These authors identiÍ! that offence and criminal history, management of anger,

willingness to discuss the offence, accaptarlce of responsibility, expression of

reÍìrorse, substance abuse, mental illness, history of abuse and rnotivation for

change need to be addressed. The findings of this study ale consistent with these

suggestions.

This ploject has additionally plovided support fol the signi{icant influence

that family, cale-providers, friends, community resources and lelationships with
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othels have on ernotional, mental and spiritual health. Independence within a

balance of safety fol self, othels, and the general community is the underlying

desile for individuals. Education, employment and finances were found to be

important for persons with developmental disabilities. In conclusion, this cohort is

entitled to culturally and cognitively relevant supports to overcome barriers and

assist those who are committed to not sexually offend while mairfaining the same

hurnan lights and dignity that is affolded to people living without a cognitive

disability.

Limitations

Limitations to this research included sarnpling, tirning of interviews, place

where meetings were held, limited interview experience of the resealchet and

potential language barriers.

Ten participants were intetviewed fol this project. Data became saturated

after seven inteliews, possibly due to the sample population which wele melì

plesently involved with OFll. The adult rnale palticipants were ofvaried ages,

fiom valious regions including Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and teceived

ongoing suppoÉ fi'om OFII for a rninirnum of two years. Results may have been

diffelent if people with developlnerfal disabilities who wete no longer involved

with OFII or hacl nevel been associated with this agency had been irrterviewed.

Individual meetings were held around the ClI'istmas season therefore

emphasis on the farnily and support systens may have been more readily

discussed or deemed impoÍant as farnily and fiiends ale often associated with this

tirne of year', Intelviews were also held in public places such as restaurants and
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coffee shops therefore willingness to discuss life events in depth may have been

irnpeded by the potential perceived loss ofprivacy or confidentiality. In addition,

participants did not know the intelviewel befole this process and may have been

leluctant to share extensive petsonal infonnation with a telative stranger.

The researcher became more relaxed and willing to probe deeper as mote

intelviews were completed. Based on this, opportunities to yield more information

may have been missed during the initial meetings. In addition, palticipants

appeared to feel more comfortable discussing their lives aftel the first 2 interviews

were completed. The reason fol this change may have been due to individuals who

had completed the interviews informally dispersing information on the positive

expelience ofbeing involved iu the reseatch.

Finally, English was one participant's second language therefore responses

required rnole clarification which rnade the interview ptocess atduous. Language

barriers should be consideled in fi¡tule reseatch involving people with

developrnental disabilities,
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. DEMOGRAPHICS:
How old are you?

Where wele you boln?
How long have you lived in Winnipeg?
Where in Winnipeg have you lived?

2. MICRO-LEVEL STRESSORS/SUPPORTS:
Who do you live with, how long?
Where do you live now?
Do you work, go to school, go to proglan?
Who is in your family, do you see them?
What ale youl fiiends like?

3. MESO-LEVEL STRESSORS/SUPPORTS:
Whele did you glow up?

What wele youl family and friends like?
Did you live in foster care or a group home as a kid, as an adult?

4. EXO-SYSTEM STRESSORS/SUPPORTS:
What was school like for you as a kid?
Did you ever spend tirne in jail? What was that like?
When did you start comiug to Opportunities for Independence Inc?
Why did you start coming to Opportunities?
What are the most important things you have learned here?

5. MACRO-LEVEL STRESSORS/SUPPORTS:
Did you ever feel disadvantaged because ofyout' offenses, ol disability?
Did you ever feel disadvantaged because ofyout gendeL or race ot income?
What helps you the most right now?
What is the most difficult thing you face right now?
What would make things better?
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APPENDIX B

2B (i) Scrint for Meet and Greet Session

Hello everyone aud thank you for coming. My narne is Charnayne Dubé. I arn

completiug lesearch fol my thesis on people rvlio have a developtnental disability and

been involved in sext¡al offending. I aur interested in sharing with you this everring what
rvould be involved ìfyou choose to palticipate. I rvill talk about the t'esearcl't questions

that would be asked a¡d theu please feel ft ee to ask questions.

I am interested in setting Lrp individual rneeting times with people to discuss their life
experiences such as where they were laised, r'elationships with fi'iends and farnilies,
school and wolk experierrces and what has helped thern in life.

The intelviews will be lield in a nearby locatiou that we can decide on togethel and will
be about 30 to 60 rninutes long. After the interviews, I rvill lecord the infonnation to

rnake a large report. Your Íìarnes wìll not be used and ifyou want, we can discuss yottt'

palt ofthe lepolt before I share it with othels to make sute it is okay with you. You do

not have to agree to meet with me aud no one ftom local agencies will know whether you
rvele interviewed or trot. There ale no negative cotrsequences to palticipating ol not-
palticipating.

i am hopirrg that this lesealch will give you a chance to shate yout'views with othels who
can make a diffelence in plograrns. I will also be offering a gift of $20.00 aftel the
intelview to show rny appreciation fol youl time. Yot¡ cal let me know tonight ifyou are

intelested or you carì call ne at 470-2376 within the Irext week.

28 (ii) I would appreciate that if you know anyone else who has expetiettces in sext¡al

offending and who rnay be interested in rneeting with tne, please give thetn my name and

telephone nurnber.

Hello. My narne is Chalrnayne Dubé. I want to shale sorne mole illfonnation with you
about why I am interested in rneeting with you.
(I v'ill then share the same infornalion as above in (i) tuith exceplion of tlte recruiÍment
piece.)

28 (iv) Introductorv Format for Interyierv

Hello _. Horv are you doing? Did you fìnd the place okay. Thank you for'

taking time with rneet rvith rne. I wânt to tead out solne information that I rvill give you a
rvritten copy ofso that you ale arvare ofwhat is involved and rvhat rve ate going to do in
the next hour or so. I want to rnake sule that you kuorv yout infolmation is confidential
and that you should not feel forced to talk to nre. I also rvant you to feel relaxed rvhen we
ale discussing genelal questions about yout life. Do you have any questions oL concerns?

Let's get stafted then. OR We don't need to go on. Thank you for yout titne. Take cate
(ifchoosing to not palticipate).
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APPENDIX C

Adults with Developmental Disabilities rvho Sexually Offend:
A Qualitative Examination

By: Charmayne Dubé

Procedure for Ensuring Capacity to Consent

Fol those individuals who wele tried in court for a plevious offence, competency
was established thelefore will be considered competent to voluntalily participate
in the research.

Fol those individuals who have a Substitute Decision Maker (SDM) fol Personal

Care, consultation with the SDM or Public Trustee (PT) will occur to determine if
it is applopriate to ploceed. If it is decided that the individual could potentially
participate, the screening tool used at Oppoltunities for Independence Inc. to
determine capacity to consent will be admirlisteled. If the person is consideled
colÌlpetent to give informed consent and perurission is granted from the SDM/PT,
the individual will be asked to participate in the study.

Before proceeding with the interview, each individual will be read the infonned
consent agl'eement to ensure undelstanding and given a copy of the signed
document.

If the individual chooses to participate and plovides consent, the intelview will
ploceed.

)

3.

4.
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APPENDIX D

Adults rvith Developmental Disabilities rvho Sexually Offend:
A Qualitative Examination

By: Charmayne Dubé

Procedure on Disclosing Information

Pliol to the interview, the researchel will clearly explain that the law requires that
leporting of information discussed regalding abuse against childlen ol vulnelable
adults by the individual or disclosing incidences ofabuse comrnitted against the
individual will be upheld during the interview time spent together. This statement
will be additionally written within the consent fomr. The individual's right to not
disclose will be clearly stated.

Should a participant disclose infolmation on abuse against others, the researchel
will inforrn the authorities and applopriate protection authority imrnediately and
documeut the details (victirn identity, characteristics, address, age, name, date of
alleged offense, specific nature of tl-re offence). The lesealcher will encourage the
individual to disclose the infonnation to the Opportunities for Independence, Inc.
Coordinator.

Should a participant disclose infolmation on abuse that was against the individual,
the researcher will inform the authorities and appropliate protection authority
inurediately and document the details (victirn identity, characteristics, addless,
age, name, date ofalleged offense, specific nature ofthe offence). The lesearcher
will etrcourage the individual to disclose the information to the Opportunities for
Independence, Inc, Cooldinator'.

2.

3.
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APPENDIX E

UNuveRsrrY
o¡ MeNtroB¡

Faculty of Human Bcology
Family Social Sciences

Consent Fornl

You are invited to parlicipate in a study about men with developrnental disabilities who have been

involved in sexual offending.

I \yould like to talk to you about your experiences and ideas and provide you with an oppoltulìity
to shale youl ideas.

After talking rvith people like you, I \yill put all oftlìe ideas together to make one big repoft. This
infonnation will be included in nty thesis. I will use what I l€aln to make suggestions to conrnunity
groups, policy-makers, and service-provideÌs, so that people might work together to enhance the
qual¡ty olplograms and living situalions.

None ofyour rights ale affected by participating or not palticipating. Your relationship to
Oppoltunities for Independence or any other ag€rìcy you are involved rvith rvill not be affected by
your participation.

Ifyou agree, I will talk with you for about 30 to 60 minutes. Youl ideas will be put together with
other peoples' ideas so that no one rvill recognize you.

You nìay choose to paûicipate or not. It is up to you. lfyou choose to talk with me you can change
youl rnind at any time. Yoù can refuse to ans\yer any question or you can end your paúicipation at

any time. Your decision about paÍicipating will not affect you or any set vices you receive in any
\yay.

Ifyou rvould like lnore infolmation about an''thing, please feel ÍÌee to ask rne before \ve staft ol'

during our talk.

lfyou aglee, I will tape record out discussion so that I can remelnber what rve talked about.

At the end ofthe discussion, I rvill give you trventy dollars. This gift is my way ofthanking you for
the tine you have spent with lne.

When the project is over, you can get a copy ofwhat I Iearned and tny suggestions ifyou like. If
you give rne your address, I rvill rnail you a copy ofthe Iesults.

This ploject is being done by rnyself, Charnrayne Dubé rvith assistance fiotn Dl. Jason Brorvn who
is a professol at the Un¡versity of Manitoba. Ifyou need to contact rne, you can rcach ure at 470-
2376 or Dr. Jason Brown at 474-7386.

I Winnipeg, Manitoba
I Canada R?T 2N2
I Phone: (zoq) 424-2g86
I Fax: (zo4) qz4-zsgz

I jason-browngumanitoba,ca
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The Univelsity has reviewed what will be done in this study to be sure that no one will be haüned.

The University has approved this shrdy. Ifyou have questions you may call the Human Ethics

Secretariat at 47 4-7 122 .

Please note that we ale required by law to repoú information about abuse against children or
vulnerable people.

I hope that you will aglee to help us by sharing yout'ideas rvith us.

Do you understaud rvhat I am asking you? _

Do you agree to speak rvith me about your ideas?

Ifyou are a client ofOpportunities for Independence Incorporated, do I have your pelmission to
check youl decision making status agairìst agency lecords? _

Do you understand tlìat you can ask fol rnore irfonnation at any titne?

Do you understand that you can refuse to ansrver any questions or end your patticipation wlleneveÌ
you rvish?

Do you give pelrnission for lne to tape recold out discussion? _

Are you interested in lneeting again to Iead and discuss this interview had befole I wtite the

repoÍ?

Do you have youl copy ofthis form? _

Is there an',thing that you would like to ask me befole we get started?

Participant Signature Date

Researcher's Signature

çamm¡¡v(Þ
sociaËseãeElcet
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APPENDIX F

CODES: Round 1

1) Safety for others
2) Safety fol self
3) Safety ofresidential settings
4) Impact of rnental health issues fol self
5) Impact ofphysical health issues for self
6) Impact of farnily illness
7) Positive contact with farnily (parents, siblings, grandparents)

8) Negative contact with family (parents, siblings, glandparents)

9) Positive aspects of fi'iends
I 0) Negative aspects of friends
I 1) Isolation fi'om farnily
12) Isolation from fi'iends
i 3) Impact of fiequent moves
l4) Love of family
15) Decrease access to family
16) Impact of moving away fiom family/fiiends (into city)
17) Family traditions/nonns (+ & -)
18) Relationships with women (cuuent and plans fol future)
19) Foster care/gloup home living
20) Culture shock
2 1 ) Justice/parole infl uences
22)Food & shelter (Roorn and Boald)
23) Social skills
24) Anger management
25) Grief secondary to loss
26) Grief/remorse for past history (illness, offences)
27) Wanting to fit in (cars, maniage)
28) Limited finances impact living independently
29) Positive school/educational expet iences

30) Negative school/educational expetiences
3 1) Family history of alcohol/physical/sexual/emotional abuse

32) Own history of alcohol abuse

33) OFI workers positive suppolt system
34) Prejudice (sexuality, race, income, farnily history, developtnerfal delay, speech

irnpedirnent, dress, past abuse history)
35) Support/community resoutces (r'esidential agencies, AA, Aboriginal Gloups,

Rainbow Resource, John Howard)
36) Effects of incarceration (scary, need for change)

37) Independent living skills
38) Finances
39) Shaling feelings with others, importance of communicating
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40) Language baniers
41) Resided with family only
42) No incarceration
43) Lnportance of work for financial gain
44) Work for social opportunities
45) Having a plan for the day

46) Difficult childhood
47) lmpact of lesidential school
48) Resiliency
49) Rehabilitation effects: Community alternative re-ently program

50) Accessibility to workers (physical barriers, remote locales)
51) Family conflict
52) Tlust in farnily
53) Recognized need for help (OFI)
54) Social oppoltunities at OFI (pool, cards, outings)
55) Picked on by co-palticipants, kids in school
56) Lnportance of phone, e-mail, visits to family
57) Desire to be independent/on own
58) Dealing with grief/loss of mother (struggling with how to deal, intensity of loss)

59) Positive support and good advice frorn fi'iends
60) Wants gillfliend to share feelings and cope with loss/ernptiness

61) Medication to help with mental health issues

62) Support makes you feel special
63) Bugged due to being different fi'om evetyone else in school
64) Centle of teasing
65) Racism (not the pelfect color)
66) Despair: didn't think it would get better (grew out of it)
67) Change in extelnal and internal presentation
68) Importance of self esteer¡/conftdence
69) Need to feel good no natter what
70) Doesn't matter what othels think (stand up fot selfl
71) Decision to move ahead/make changes (cannot go back, in the past)

72) Embarrassment of .jail (not shared with everyone)
73) Change in thinking patterns to avoid te-incatceration
74) Need to try and help self
75) Try to see the positive side, don't look at only the bad, look at what you can learn,

lealning cuwe,
76) Leam othel types ofbehavioul to avoid tlouble
77) Work to inclease my own capabilities to do better'

78) Judged on position by general society (nojob, what you look like)
79) Effects ofracism (strikes hard on people, cotnmit suicide, feel like they ale not the

perfect ones, need to get out ofthis wolld, really tough on people who have to put

up with it)
80) See all people the same, wish for society to be the sat'ue

8l) Acceptance ofself(learned to live with the things I've done)
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82) Looking fol wald to future (new chapter, chance of a relationship)
83) Wants to make othels happy
84) Trying to upglade but difficult
85) Not rnany options in life
86) Eally removal fi'om family
87) Plefels to not contact fathel due to ETOH and physical abuse

88) Kept rnoving as a child, lack ofcontinued contact with people

89) Positive effects of hearing/sharing stolies with othel OFI clients' re: expet'iences

and successes (helps to keep motivated to be independent)
90) OFI : paft of team
91) WoLry for future, what am I going to do with my life
92) Group horne living difficult (not happy)
93)Negative effects of knowing that you are slowet'than othels (didn't learn as quick)

94) Didn't think anyone cared

95) Went to family membets when in trouble despite lack of ties growing up

96) OFI does notjudge, supportive, listen and help work towards goals

97) Need to stand up for self
98) Incorne assistance does not allow for independent living, need fot'more
99) Detemrination for goals with awareness that things will take time
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APPENDIX G

CODES: Round 2

1. Safety:
- Fol self; plan for the day, avoid negative influences (farnily, friends, alcohol

situations), lealn new behaviours to stay out ofjail (scary place)
- Fol othels; keep my nose clean, stay away from girls
- Housing; move due to feeling "unsafe" residence

2. Illness:
- selfphysical health
- self mental health
- mom health issues

- grandfathel health issues

3. Farnily Effects:
- Grief of rnother's death
- lirnited contact
- missing family
- lack ofaccess (rnoving into the city)
- histoty of abuse

- history of alcoholism
- conflict
- fiequent contact with parents

- live with family only
- love of family
- tlust/reliance on palticipant
- farnily traditions
- cultural effects
- relnoval offamily iuto foster care

- difficult childhood, rnay moves
- Lnportance ofcontact via phone, e-rnail, visits
- Want to be rnanied (fitting in)
- Reliance on even with lirnited contact (advice, plotection)

4. Socializing/Suppolts/Accessibility:
- Impofiance of communication with workets
- decreased contact with family & fliends due to negative influences
- isolation frotn farnily& friends due to move into city
- wanting girlñ'iend/rnalliage
- social skills tlaining at OFI
- wanting to fit in (tluck, maniage)
- AA rneetings fol assist with alcoholism
- Rainbow Resource for sexuality



- John Howald for offences
- Positive of support frorn wolkers, thelapist at OFI
- Drop in abilities at OFI and emergency contact
- CARP (Community Alternative Re-entry Proglam) at OFI
- Accessibility to workers
- Lnportance ofpool, outings, calds
- Needed help : went to OFI
- Accessibility to othel resources with physical disability
- Learning fiom other clients at OFI (tearn effort)

5. Residential Settings:
- fi'equent noves
- moved into the city in rnid-late teens
- with farnily
- with fostel homes
- within Residential School
- Boarding Hornes
- OFI treatlnent honles
- External agencies
- Feelings of loss, auget with moves
- Importance ofsafety, food, shelter
- Support fiom suppolts fol independent living
- Independent living skill building for future
- Independent living and difficulty with managing money
- Afiaid with unsafe living situations
- Other lesoulces/agency involvement
- Accessibilityto/cornmunicationwithworkers
- Lack offinancial support flom EIA to support independent living

6. Negative Impacts (Plejudice/ Disadvantaged/Grief/Remorse):
- due to cogrritive disability
- due to family history of ETOH/abuse
- due to sexuality
- due to speech impediment
- due to looks
- past history ofabuse against others
- plrysical health issues
- racism +++++
- picked on by co-participants
- picked on at Sunday school and reg. school
- general society looks down when not wolking and appealance

- lir¡ited finances when living independent
- remorse for offence history
- relnolse fol past life
- angel towards farnily rnernbers (abuse)
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- fiustlation with illness
- embauassment of family
- fiequent incarcerations
- language baniet'
- culture shock
- societal plejudice effects lesulting in suicide

7, Ploductivity: (day plogram, wotk experience, paid employrnent, volunteer)
- Importance of wotk
- Lnportance of work for social opportunity
- Work to increase finances
- Day proglam only
- Parole ordered treatment at OFI
- enjoyed school as a child (r'ecess, sports, excelled at school)
- school was a negative expetience as a child due to disability
- picked on due to lacisnr
- Views education as a key to future fol employment
- views education as difficult with limited options
- prefers social opportunities
- pleference for self teaching
- Impoltance of anger tnanagement, social skills training, CARP
- Work experience
- needing to balance work with ill effects on mental health
- balancing finances fot independent living, snokes, cell phones, access to family
- wanting continued involvement with OFI
- 'No going back"
- having a "plan for tlie day" to avoid re-offending
- need to develop independent living skills
- society fiowrs on not working

Round 3: Overarching Themes

1. Therne fol taking care of self þhysically, emotionally, mentally, spiritually)
includes: safety of self/othels, changing thoughts/behaviours to avoid le-
incarcelation, illness (physical/rnenta[), dealing with grief/remotse and resiliency.

2. Therne for impact of familial relationships includes: family positives/
negatives, isolation, illness, lack ofcontact, impact of rnoving away.

3. Theme for social and support systems includes: lack ofsocial opportunities,
friends positive and negative influences, paid support, OFI, wanting to f,it in with
rnalriage/gillfi'iends, other agencies, community resoulces.

4. Theme for home life and residential issues includes: paid supports, family,
foster', alternate placements, independent living issues.
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Therne for importance of protluctivity includes: paid/unpaid work, education

(positive/negative), day prograrns, training, school experiences'

Therne fol sociefal & systemic effects includes: racistn, prejudice towards

disability, culture, looks (clothing), Employment and Income Assistance (financial

issues), effects ofschool integlation, lack ofculturally relevant ploglams'

DESCRIPTIONS

1. Taking care of self
Iss.,es rJated to physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health were discussed

by many participànis. Safety of self including actions/behaviours that keep others

in tt," 
"ãÀ-unity 

safe are included in this category. The impact of physical and/or

mental health issues ar.e also outlined. Grief and remorse related to the person's

offence history, building self confìdence and lesiliency are also included'

2. Family effects
positive contact with farnily members as well as negative factors associated with

familial r.elations are shated within this category. History ofabusive telations,

continued conflict and stigmatism due to family history are outlined. The impact

of isolation from farnily member.s due to moving out of legions ot'death are also

discussed. Some particìpants also spoke of different cultural nolns and values

that remained wiih them. The i'rportance to rnaintain contact with family is

mentioned by sone participauts.

3. Social and supPort sYstems
parlicipants disõussed the irnpor1ance of OFI assistance and other community

."rour."r. Most palticipants reported having limited suppolts fi'om friends A

nur¡ber of inter.viewees relayed wanting to have a gillfliend o[ wife in the future

while sotne tepolted presently having a significant padner in their life'

4. Residential settings
The impact of frequent moves typically away from the family including lesidential

schools, fostel homes, gtoup honre settings were discussed Feelings ofloss,

anger, fear wele identified as were the importance of food and shelter' Many

paiticipants also highlighted the negative impact that limited financial assistance

has ortheir ability to live independently at a cornfortable level'

5. Ploductivity
Many par.ticipants outlined the impofiance of work to increase incotne and social

opportuniti"r. some pafticipants indicated that they wele satisfied with attending

dày p.ogra,r.,, and would look for. ernployment possibly in the future if feasible.

f.áinirrg modules such as CARP, anger. management, social skills training offered

via oFI were frequently described as beneficial. The impoftance ofcontinuing






